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Chapter 1. Introduction
Thank you for your interest in Cimetrics’ BACstac™ software. The BACstac Networking Software provides you with
the ability to create embedded controls which use ASHRAE’s BACnet® protocol for communication. Implementa-
tions of the BACstac are currently available for 32-bit versions of Windows XP, Windows Vista, Windows 7, Windows
Server 2003, Windows Server 2008, Windows Server 2008 R2, Linux 2.6, and some 32-bit embedded platforms.

This document describes how to port the BACstac/32 source code to your platform. For a description of how to
construct applications using the BACstac software, please refer to the BACstac Users' Guide. For a description of the
data types and API routines available in the BACstac software, please refer to the BACstac Programmers' Reference.

In order to use this software you will need the following:

• Embedded 32-bit platform
• 32-bit RTOS with network interface drivers
• ANSI C compiler
• Make utility
• The BACnet Standard (ANSI/ASHRAE 135-2008 or later)

BACstac/32 is shipped with all source code and makefiles needed to build it as monolith Routing BACstac Edition
for Win32 or Linux platform with the following data link included: BACnet/IP, Point-To-Point, Ethernet. To build
BACstac on Win32 platform you can use either Borland C++ 5.5 or Microsoft Visual C++ 2003, 2005, or 2008.
If you choose Linux option, you will need Linux with glibc 2.1 or better and gcc 2.95 or higher with all set of
standard developer tools. Ability to run the original BACstac version in the same network with your target platform
will significant reduce porting time at the testing stage. BACnet Protocol Analyzer (BAS-o-matic) is also very helpful
with testing. It not only allows to see sent BACnet requests and responses, but also to send modified packets if
necessary to verify the implementation reaction.

This document contains the following sections to help you port the BACstac to your platform:

1. an overview of the source code layout of the BACstac
2. a description of the modules that you will need to rewrite for your platform
3. recommended steps in your porting project, using the BACstac module and library test applications
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Chapter 2. Source Code
The root directory of the source tree includes directories for modules and projects and also arch directory.

The modules are libraries (such as osa, nl, etc), which can be shared by different projects.

The source code for BACstac32 includes only one project: BACstac. It contains all BACstac specific modules, such
as apil, tsml, etc.

The arch directory is the place where all platform specific files are located. Each platform has its own subdirecory
inside of it.

Overview
The source code has the following directories:

arch
This directory contains all system dependent code, makefiles and everything else what is platform specific. The di-
rectory has two subdirectories: linux and win32, where system dependent files for the corresponding platform are
located. The structure of this subdirectories is same as the root directory but without arch.

Makefiles to build some module for specific project are placed under directory with the project name. For ex-
ample, main Makefile to build BACstac for Win32 platform is placed in arch\win32\BACstac directory. The
project directory has a few subdirectories containing makefiles used to build some module for BACstac project.
The apil module, which can be build as client, server, or gateway library, has three corresponding subdirecto-
ries: cli, srv, and gtw inside of arch\win32\BACstac\apil\api, arch\win32\BACstac\apil\objects, and
arch\win32\BACstac\apil\services directories.

apil
API Layer (Upper Application Layer) includes subdirectories for Access Routines, BACstac API, Parser (ASN syntax
validator), Coder (encoder/decoder), Objects (object database), CBNOBJ (the CBNOBJ utility and examples of .TPI
files for some devices), and Services (Encoder, Request Dispatch, Hook Dispatch and Default Actions) containing the
corresponding source code.

CBNOBJ is Cimetrics BACnet Object Compiler used to create device templates for use in BACstac server and gateway
applications which use the BACstac object database and default actions. CBNOBJ parses a .TPI file (Text PICS - a
standard specified in ASHRAE Standard 135.1: "Method of Test for Conformance to BACnet) and creates a template
of a device with its objects, properties and initial values.

BACstac API, Objects, and Services can be compiled as a client, service, or getaway library. All other are shared are
same for all three types of APIL.

examples
This directory contains 25 examples of BACstac application. Each of them has its own directory with corresponding
name. The utils subdirectory includes source code of library shared by all BACstac examples.
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Chapter 2. Source Code

There are three types of examples: client, server, and gateway. Each of them must be linked to the corresponding
BACstac version of apil library. Besides, examples use OSL and syslib libraries.

For more information see examples\readme.txt

include
This directory contains header files used by different BACstac modules. The api subdirectory includes BACstac API
available for BACstac applications.

test
The directory contains collection of integral tests for BACstac.

tsml
The Transaction State Machine Layer (Lower Application Layer) implements the transmission and reception protocol
for BACnet APDU. The overview of it is given in clause 5.3 of ANSI/ASHRAE Standard 135-2008 or later and formal
description in clause 5.4. Besides, the TSM layer for the workstation version implements application multiplexing to
allow multiple BACstac applications to work at the same time on one computer.

dl
Data Link Layer. Contains common code for multiplexing ports and data link layer types. Includes subdirectories
for the BACnet/IP and PTP (Point-To-Point) data link layers. Normally code for a data link layer is non-portable
since it interfaces to particular device drivers on a platform. The BACnet/IP data link layer code is reasonably
portable and therefore it is often a good choice for starting the porting process. The PTP data link layer code
is written in terms of a serial port abstraction module (implemented in arch\win32\dl\ptp\comm\comm.c and
arch/linux/dl/ptp/comm/comm.c). The PTP code is also reasonably portable.

nl
Network Layer. Contains common code for both Routing (gateway) and Nonrouting (vanilla) network layer imple-
mentations. The Routing NL should be used for controls which will support multiple BACnet network interfaces (for
example, to link a building backbone to field network), or which will support PTP, or which will wish to use a virtual
network to implement an embedded gateway. The Vanilla NL should be used for controls which have a single net-
work interface. The Routing NL in BACstac/32 is based on the same code found in Cimetrics Routers and Tunnelling
Routers.

osa
Operating System Abstraction Layer. Contains a document describing Application Program Interface (API) of the
OSA and unit tests for its functions. (The non-portable code implementing the OSA on Win32 and Linux platforms is
located in arch\win32\osa and arch/linux/osa directories.)
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Chapter 2. Source Code

oslib
Operating System Library. This is scaledown version of OSA used by examples. Its API is a subset of OSA API, and
its functions has OSL prefix instead of OSA.

utils
The Utilities Module is a library used by many other modules, which is built on the OSA primitives to provide general
purpose data and structure (such as thread-safe buffer pools) and operation on them.

unit_test
There is no such as directory in the root of the source tree but some modules (OSA, DL, NL) have such subdirectory.
It contains a set of unit tests for respective module intended to test the module implementation with minimal using of
other libraries. See Chapter 6 for details.

Build variables for makefiles
The BACstac source code comes with makefiles for Borland C/C++ and Microsoft Visual C/C++ for Win32 platform,
and GNU makefiles for Linux. This makefiles can be a start point to create your own makefiles or IDE project for
your target platform. The supplied makefiles contain important information which you may interesting in:

• Build configuration options
• the list of files to build
• C preprocessor macro depending on building configuration

The building configuration option for Win32 platform are set in the file arch\win32\BACstac\Autoconf.make.
Many of them are for debug purposes, others are useful in different ways. Below is their list:

CONFIG_DEBUG = 0

Includes BACstac debug code, such as ASSERTs and tracing. If enabled then the DEBUG preprocessor macro
is defined, otherwise the NDEBUG preprocessor macro is defined. Allowed values: 0 (disable), 1 (enable).

CONFIG_DEBUG_INFO = 0

Includes compiler debugging information (source line numbers, etc) during compilation and linking. Allowed
values: 0 (disable), 1 (enable).

CONFIG_STACK_ARCH = SINGLE_PROCESS

Protocol stack architecture: either "monolithic" or "single-process" (the TSML and AL run in the same process),
or "client/server" or "daemon" (the AL(s) and TSML run in separate processes). For now this option also de-
termines presence of the user multiplexor, which is only included in multiprocessor build. In the future these
options might be controlled independently. Allowed values: SINGLE_PROCESS, MULTI_PROCESS. Defines
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Chapter 2. Source Code

BACSTAC_MULTIPLEXOR and BACSTAC_DAEMON_PROCESS preprocessor macros. BACstac/32 is pro-
vided to work in single process configuration only.

CONFIG_DL_NIC, CONFIG_DL_BIP, CONFIG_DL_PTP = n, y, y

Datalink technologies: define one or more sub-DLs to be included. In the data link layer code, there is a jump
table whose entries are controlled by these settings. DL_NIC(Ethernet), DL_BIP (BACnet/IP), DL_PTP (Point-
To-Point). Allowed values: y, n. Defines BACSTAC_DL_NIC, BACSTAC_DL_BIP, BACSTAC_DL_PTP pre-
processor macros.

CONFIG_GENERATE_MAP = 0

MAP option: turns .MAP file generation by the linker on or off. Specific to the Borland and Microsoft makefiles.
Allowed values: 0 (off), 1 (on).

CONFIG_RC_STRICT = 0

Resource leak checking: turns on internal checks of resource usage (memory, system objects, PDUs) (ignored in
non-DEBUG build). Allowed values: 0 (disable), 1 (enable). Defines RC_STRICT preprocessor macro.

The building configuration option for Linux platform are described below. Many of them are for debug propose only.

Cross compile prefix (CROSS_COMPILE)

Specifies the prefix used for gcc and related bin-utils executables used during compilation. Leave it empty for a
non-cross build.

Routing NL (CONFIG_NL_ROUTER)

If you want to build a routing version of the Network layer, say Y.

Establish remote PTP connection (CONFIG_NL_CONNECT)

If you want to enable establishing remote PTP connection (i.e. sending Establish-Connection-To-Network to
routers that responded with I-Could- Be-Router-To-Network), say Y. If you are not sure, say Y here.

Debug Routing (CONFIG_DEBUG_ROUTING)

If you want to enable debug log information about all changes to the routing table, say Y.

Support Segmentation (CONFIG_SEGMENTATION)

Enable support for sending or receiving segmented APDU messages

BACstac daemon (BACSTAC_DAEMON_PROCESS)

BACstac can be compiled either as "monolithic" (a single process that contains the whole BACnet stack and user
application), or "client/server" (a.k.a. "daemon"), where one or more BACstac based programs may use the same
BACstac stack simultaneously.

Enable ioctl (CONFIG_IOCTL)

If you want to enable ioctl functionality in BACstac, say Y.

Build shared libraries (CONFIG_BUILD_SO)

If you want to build BACstac shared libraries instead of static ones, say Y.
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Chapter 2. Source Code

ARCNET = Clause 8 (CONFIG_ARCNET)

If you want BACnet over "raw" ARCNET link, say Y. Don’t forget to enable "arc0s" interface in the Linux
kernel.

Ethernet = Clause 7 (CONFIG_ETHERNET)

If you want BACnet over "raw" Ethernet link, say Y.

Tunneled IP (T/IP) = Annex H (CONFIG_ANNEXH)

If you want BACnet over IP tunnel as described in Annex H, say Y.

BACnet over IP (B/IP) = Annex J (CONFIG_BIP)

If you want BACnet over IP, say Y.

Config BBMD (CONFIG_BBMD)

If you want to enable BBMD functionality in this device, say Y.

Don’t bind to the physical interface (CONFIG_BIP_NO_BINDTODEVICE)

This disables binding a socket used by B/IP data link to a particular device (like "eth0"), which is specified in
the configuration. If a socket is bound to an interface, only packets received from that particular interface are
processed by the socket. Binding to the device requires the CAP_NET_RAW privilege (which only ’root’ has
by default). If binding to the device is disabled then BACstac creates two UDP sockets and bound them to the
device IP address and network broadcast mask correspondingly.

Note: Binding to the device is the default mode for all versions of BACstac for Linux, but it may not work
correctly in present two or more cards connected to the same network (e.g. Ethernet and Wi-Fi). Also, it
blocks all traffic from other interfaces, which may be not desirable when BACtac is used as a BBMD for
devices that are located on another network.

Point to Point (PTP) = Clause 10 (CONFIG_PTP)

If you want BACnet over Point-To-Point protocol as described in Chapter 10 of the BACnet standard, say Y.

Null-network (B/Null) (CONFIG_NULL)

Null-network is extension to the ANSI/ASHRAE 135-1995 and its subsequent annexes. Null-network interface
does nothing except assigns a network number and MAC address to the BACnet device. All messages which
are sent to the null-network are quietly disappeared; the is no incoming messages arrived from null-network.
However, null-net sub-DL can be useful if you want to make BACnet device which is connected to the world via
PTP or T/IP only (neither PTP nor T/IP interface has no associated network number). It is recommended to say
Y.

Enable debug info in binary (CONFIG_DEBUG_INFO)

In other words, pass -g switch to the C compiler or not. If you are a developer, you may say Y here. Otherwise it
is recommended to say N.
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Chapter 2. Source Code

Optimization (CONFIG_OPT_XXX)

This option specified the desired level of optimization:
• "None" - Do not optimize.
• "Base" - Perform all supported optimizations that do not involve a space-speed trade-off. (-O2 option for gcc)
• "Speed" - It turns on all optimizations specified by "Base" and also turns on some additional optimization that

can make the code faster but may significantly increase the code size. (-O3 option for gcc)
• " Size" - Optimize for size (-Os option for gcc)

Omit frame pointer (CONFIG_OMIT_FRAME_PTR)

Don’t keep the frame pointer in a register for functions that don’t need one. This avoids the instructions to save,
set up and restore frame pointers; it also makes an extra register available in many functions.

Enable debugging code (CONFIG_DEBUG)

This option enables internal checks and Assert in BACstac. It is necessary to enable other debugging functionality
such as debug tracing. Due to additional checks, BACstac may work considerably slower when this option is set.

Initilize allocated memory (CONFIG_FILL_MEMORY)

All allocated memory is initialized with 0xCD byte. It may be useful to detect the use of initialized memory
inside of BACstac, but it is less reliable than using specialized tools as ’valgrind’ and is not compatible with
them.

Alloc save callers (CONFIG_SAVE_CALLERS)

If you try to find a memory leak inside of BACstac, this option allows to save stack addresses at the moment
when memory is allocated. This option is only supported on x86 architecture and may be incompatible with
optimization.

Enable tracing (this produce while syslog) (CONFIG_DEBUG_TRACE)

If you want to see log messages about each packet received or transmitted and many other events (such as byte
transmission in PTP sub-DL), say Y.

IMPORTANT: This trace may flood the system log with many cryptic messages that is impossible to understand
without the studying the source code. This log is not intended for normal use.

Trace OSA calls (CONFIG_TRACE_OSA_CALL)

If you want to trace all OSA calls inside of BACstac, say Y. It may be helpful with debugging, but the log
generated by this option may be huge.

Suppress tracing for DL (CONFIG_DL_NO_TRACE)

If you isn’t BACstac (especially, MS/TP) developer, or you want to know nothing about what data link layer does
in some details, say Y here.

Suppress tracing for T/IP (CONFIG_ANNEXH_NO_TRACE)

If you isn’t BACstac developer, or you don’t need to know what T/TP ports do in details, say Y here.

Suppress tracing for PTP (CONFIG_PTP_NO_TRACE)

If you isn’t BACstac developer, or you don’t need to see PTP finite state machines transitions, say Y here.
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Profiling (CONFIG_GPROF)

Generate extra code to write profile information suitable for the analysis program ’gprof’. During execution
BACstac records how many times each branch and call is executed and how many times it is taken or returns. At
exist, all collected data is written to a file called ’AUXNAME.gcda’ for each source file.

NOTES: - This option is necessary to collect coverage information. - This option is not compatible with omitting
frame pointer.

Test coverage (CONFIG_GCOV)

Produce a file that the ’gcov’ can use to show program coverage.

Wait synchronizer statistics (CONFIG_WAIT_STAT)

Collect statistics about different synchronizers that caused the current thread to suspend. This statistics is useful
because it shows the number of involuntarily context switches caused by each synchronizer.

This option is currently incompatible with tracing OSA calls.

Config SMP support (CONFIG_SMP)

If you want to run BACstac on SMP or multi-core system, say Y. If you say N here, BACstac may work marginally
faster on uniprocessor systems but will get broken in subtle way when it runs on SMP. If you are not sure, say Y
here.

OSA Log identificator (OSA_LOG_IDENT)

The string prepended to every system log message. The default value is ’bacstac’.

PID file (CONFIG_PID_FILE)

The location of PID file created by the BACstac service.

Steps to Build BACstac/32 on your Platform
To complete a port of BACstac/32 to your platform, the following steps are recommended:

• Write the OSA
• Write the configuration subsystem (OSA or Utils)
• Unit Test the OSA
• Unit Test the OSA+Utils+DL
• Unit Test the OSA+Utils+DL+NL
• Build the full library (OSA+Utils+DL+NL+TSML+APIL)
• Test with Examples or Library tests

The following chapters discuss these steps in more detail. Once the library has been successfully ported to your
platform you can proceed with developing your embedded BACnet applications. However, the examples and unit tests
will continue to be useful for tuning and troubleshooting.
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Chapter 3. How to Write the OSA
Writing your own version of the OSA means creating the implementation underneath the module interface defined
in arch\win32\include\bacosa.h. The interface consists of methods for a series of abstract RTOS objects (like
threads and semaphores). The example files in the arch\win32\osa subdirectory could provide a starting point,
since they organize the implementation by abstract RTOS object type. The following sections describe the required
behavior of the routines in that interface.

Note that the current version of the OSA uses a naming convention that is different from the rest of the BACstac.
The BACstac 6.3 refers to both old-style and new-style OSA definitions, and a complete transition to the new-style
definitions will take some time. New OSA ports should use the style defined in this chapter but provide a wrapper
header file (arch\win32\include\bacosa.h) enabling the continued use of the old style.

Terminology

BACnet

Building Automation and Control network protocol, ANSI/ASHRAE Standard 135-2008 or later.

BACstac

A BACnet protocol stack implementation by Cimetrics, Inc.™.

Event

A synchronization primitive. There are WAIT and SIGNAL operations defined on events. The semantics of events
is identical to that of binary semaphores.

Handle

An opaque reference to an object (thread, semaphore, mutex and so on). It can be passed into methods, but cannot
be used to access the object directly.

Mutex

MUTual EXclusion device. There are recursive and non-recursive mutexes. The OSA deals only with recur-
sive mutexes. The LOCK (WAIT) and UNLOCK (RELEASE) operations are defined on mutexes. Unlike a
semaphore, a recursive mutex doesn’t block the thread which owns it. A mutex can only be unlocked by the
thread which has locked it (some implementations may allow a thread to unlock a mutex which is owned by
another thread but this behavior isn’t a mutex property). The mutex’s main role is to synchronize access to a
shared resource (or a critical region of code).
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Chapter 3. How to Write the OSA

OSA

Operating System Abstraction Layer. It defines a platform-independent API for system services for the BACstac.
Ideally, only the OSA implementation (and data link layers) needs to be rewritten to port BACstac to a new
platform.

Process

A unit (atom) of system resources consumption. For every existing process an OS handles allocation, mainte-
nance and deallocation of resources (CPU, memory, files, etc.), protection from undesired intervention by other
processes (optional), and possibly other services. All programs (either user or system, single-threaded or multi-
threaded) run in context of a process. A process may or may not share address space with other processes in the
system; this depends on particular hardware and OS.

Semaphore

A semaphore is a basic synchronization primitive. In general, every semaphore holds an integer counter which
may take on values in the range from 0 to some positive value (the semaphore’s limit). There are semaphores
of two kinds: binary (limit is equal to the value 1) and general (non-binary, limit is greater than 1). INIT, WAIT
and RELEASE operations are defined on semaphores. The semaphore’s main role in BACstac is as a counter (to
count messages in an interface queue, for instance). It is not used to synchronize access to shared data; a mutex is
used for that purpose instead. Unlike a mutex (recursive), there is no notion of "semaphore owner". This means
that any thread will block on a semaphore whose count is equal to zero.

Thread

A minimal execution unit from the system perspective. A thread shares an address space with other threads of the
same process. A process which has only one thread is called single-threaded (also known as regular process); a
process which has more than one thread is called multithreaded. There is an essential difference between threads
and processes that share an address space: An OS treats all threads of the same process as a single system resource
consumer. However, sometimes threads are implemented as processes having a common address space, possibly
with certain restrictions (LinuxThreads, for example). Sometimes, threads are called "lightweight processes".

Timer

A timer counts a time interval. When the interval expires, the timer signals this event using some method. A timer
always counts real (astronomic) time independently of other timers and threads.

Unpredictable results (undefined behavior)

In this case the OSA port developer should make OSA implementation as robust as possible. The BACstac
(i.e. OSA user) should assume nothing about undefined OSA behavior and avoid conditions that may cause
unpredictable results.
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OSA Initialization and Deinitialization

OSAInit()

OSAFastMutex *OSAInit(void);

OSAInit does all the necessary initialization to bring OSA into action. On success, it returns a pointer to the fast
mutex that can be used to perform initialization of the current component atomically. If the function fails, it returns
NULL.

OSAInit must be called before any other OSA function. OSAInit may be called more than once. If first call to
OSAInit has been successful, each subsequent OSAInit call does nothing but increment an internal reference counter.
A matching call to OSAClose must be made for each successful OSAInit call.

If OSAInit returns NULL, it is recommended that the application terminates itself as soon as possible because
OSAInit may put the program into an unstable state (for example, an interval timer may generate signals that will not
be handled).

OSA initialization scope is one process. Every process that uses OSA must call OSAInit/OSAClose functions. After
a successful call to OSAInit OSA may be used by any number of threads within the process.

OSAClose()

bool OSAClose(void);

OSAClose function terminates use of the OSA. It returns TRUE on success and FALSE on error. All internal resources
allocated by OSAInit call are freed. OSAClose must be called before a process terminates. For each OSAInit call
a corresponding OSAClose call must be made. If OSAClose is called more times then OSAInit the result will be
unpredictable.

IMPORTANT: All thread created by OSACreateThread function call must be terminated before calling OSAClose;
an attempt to call OSAClose before terminating all OSA-created threads may cause unpredictable results.

If OSAClose is not called an appropriate number of times before the process terminates, or if OSAClose returns
FALSE, some systemwide resources (such as shared memory, semaphores, mutexes) may not be freed correctly and
thus wasted. It is possible to initialize and reinitialize OSA more than once:

int RunFoo()
{

static int init_cnt = 0;
OSAFastMutex *mut = OSAInit();
if (!mut)

return EXIT_FAILURE;
OSALockFastMutex(mut);
if (init_cnt++ == 0) {

// it is the first instance
// initialize global resource here

11
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}
OSAUnlockFastMutex(mut);
// start normal work here
// ....
// deinitialize OSA
OSALockFastMutex(mut);
if (--init_cnt == 0) {

// it is the last instance
// destroy global resources here

}
OSAUnlockFastMutex(mut);
return OSAClose() ? EXIT_SUCCESS : EXIT_FAILURE;

}

OSA initialization scope is one process. Every process that uses OSA must call OSAInit/OSAClose functions. After
a successful call to OSAInit OSA may be used by any number of threads within the process.

Threads

General description
A thread is represented by a handle. Various data types used by the thread object are:

typedef enum
{
osaWaitOK,
osaWaitTimeout,
osaWaitFailure
}

OSAWaitStatus;

typedef void (*OSAThreadProc)(void*);
typedef ... OSAInterval; // unsigned integer 32-bit or more
typedef ... OSAThreadHandle;

#define OSA_INVALID_THREAD ... // invalid thread handle
#define OSA_INFINITE ... // wait infinitely

OSAThreadHandle OSACreateThread (OSAThreadProc pThreadEntry, void* pThreadParam);
bool OSATerminateThread (OSAThreadHandle hThread);
OSAWaitStatus OSAWaitForThread (OSAThreadHandle hThread, OSAInterval timeout);

OSACreateThread()

OSAThreadHandle OSACreateThread(
OSAThreadProc pThreadEntry,
void* pThreadParam);

12
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The OSACreateThread function creates a new thread within the virtual address space of the calling process.

The new thread executes the function pThreadEntry, passing it pThreadParam as an argument.

It is undefined whether a newly created thread begins to execute before OSACreateThread returns. A thread can
terminate itself only by returning from the pThreadEntry function. A thread may also be terminated by another
thread through OSATerminateThread call. A thread cannot return an exit code.

On success, OSACreateThread returns a handle to the newly created thread. The handle is unique within the process.
On error, an invalid thread handle OSA_INVALID_THREAD is returned.

OSATerminateThread()

bool OSATerminateThread(
OSAThreadHandle hThread);

The OSATerminateThread function terminates the thread denoted by hThread (if it is still running) and frees its
handle. If there are threads waiting for this thread to terminate, all of them will be awakened. A thread cannot terminate
itself by calling OSATerminateThread; an attempt to do so may cause unpredictable results.

TerminateThread does is not guaranteed to free any all resources such as mutex, etc. correctly for a running thread.
Therefore, it is a dangerous function that should only be used for a running thread in the most extreme cases.

On success, OSATerminateThread returns TRUE, otherwise FALSE. Successful call of OSATerminateThread
function terminates the thread, which invalidates handle to it.

OSAWaitForThread()

OSAWaitStatus OSAWaitForThread(
OSAThreadHandle hThread ,
OSAInterval timeout);

The OSAWaitForThread function returns when of the following occurs:

• The specified thread terminated
• The time-out interval elapsed

The first argument hThread is a handle to the thread. The second argument timeout specifies the time-out interval,
in milliseconds. OSAWaitForThread returns osaWaitTimeout if the thread doesn’t terminate within the specified
timeout. If hThread is an invalid handle, OSAWaitForThread returns osaWaitFailure immediately.

If timeout equals OSA_INFINITE, the wait duration is unlimited. It is guaranteed that the value of OSA_INFINITE
is greater than any timeout value, which can be represented by type OSAInterval.

The OSAWaitForThread function may not be called for a handle closed by OSATerminateThread call.

This routine is typically used to synchronize events during shutdown.
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Semaphores

General description
A semaphore object is a synchronization object that maintains a count of unsigned type. The count is incremented
each time a thread releases the semaphore and is decremented when a thread completes a wait for the semaphore
successfully. When the count is zero, any thread that waits for the semaphore will be suspended until either timeout is
expired or the count becomes greater than zero, so it can be decremented.

A semaphore is accessed through a handle. This handle can be used in any thread of the process that created the
semaphore. Data types used by the semaphore object are:

typedef enum
{
osaWaitOK,
osaWaitTimeout,
osaWaitFailure
}

OSAWaitStatus;

typedef ... OSASemaphore;
typedef ... OSAInterval; // unsigned integer 32-bit or more

#define OSA_INFINITE ... // wait infinitely

bool OSAInitSemaphore(OSASemaphore *sem, unsigned int value);
OSAWaitStatus OSAWaitForSemaphore(OSASemaphore *sem, OSAInterval timeout);
void OSAReleaseSemaphore (OSASemaphore *sem);
void OSADestroySemaphore (OSASemaphore *sem);

OSAInitSemaphore()

bool OSAInitSemaphore(
OSASemaphore sem,
unsigned int value);

OSAInitSemaphore initializes a new semaphore object. value specifies the initial value of the count for the newly
created semaphore.

If successful, OSAInitSemaphore returns true.

OSAWaitForSemaphore()

OSAWaitStatus OSAWaitForSemaphore(
OSASemaphore* sem,
OSAInterval timeout);

14
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OSAWaitForSemaphore decrements the semaphore pointed to by sem. If the semaphore’s value is greater than zero,
then the decrement proceeds, and the function returns, immediately. Otherwise (if the semaphore’s value is zero), it
blocks the calling thread until either it becomes possible to perform the decrement or the specified timeout expired.

If timeout is OSA_INFINITE, the function timeout interval never elapses.

OSAWaitForSemaphore returns osaWaitOK on success and osaWaitTimeout on timeout. If the function detects some
internal error, it may return osaWaitFailure. Normally, osaWaitFailure should not happen, but can be used to detect
problems during debugging.

OSAReleaseSemaphore()

void OSAReleaseSemaphore(
OSASemaphore* sem);

OSAReleaseSemaphore increments the semaphore pointed by sem. If there are one or more threads that wait for that
semaphore, one and only one of them is awakened (but it is not possible to predict which one).

OSADestroySemaphore()

void OSADestroySemaphore(
OSASemaphore* sem);

OSADestroySemaphore destroys the semaphore pointed by sem. A semaphore cannot be deleted twice; an attempt
to do so may cause an unpredictable result.

Recursive mutexes
typedef ... OSARecursiveMutex;

bool OSAInitRecursiveMutex (OSARecursiveMutex *mutex);
void OSALockRecursiveMutex (OSARecursiveMutex *mutex);
void OSAUnlockRecursiveMutex (OSARecursiveMutex *mutex);
void OSADestroyRecursiveMutex (OSARecursiveMutex *mutex);

Mutexes are synchronization primitives that are used to provide mutual exclusion to avoid the simultaneous access
and modification of common resources, such as global variables, by different threads. The recursive mutexes have an
additional property -- if the mutex is already locked by the calling thread, the attempt to lock this mutex will always
succeed and the mutex will stay in the locked state until the corresponding number of unlock calls is made by the
same thread.
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OSAInitRecursiveMutex()

bool OSAInitRecursiveMutex(
OSARecursiveMutex *mutex);

OSAInitRecursiveMutex initializes the mutex object pointed to by mutex.

On success, OSAInitRecursiveMutex returns TRUE, otherwise FALSE.

OSALockRecursiveMutex()

void OSALockRecursiveMutex(
OSARecursiveMutex *mutex);

OSALockRecursiveMutex locks the given mutex. If the mutex is currently unlocked, it becomes locked and owned
by the calling thread, and OSALockRecursiveMutex returns immediately. If the mutex is already locked by another
thread, OSALockRecursiveMutex suspends the calling thread until the mutex is unlocked. If the mutex is already
locked by the calling thread, OSALockRecursiveMutex succeeds and returns immediately, recording the number of
times the calling thread has locked the mutex. An equal number of OSAUnlockRecursiveMutex operations must be
performed before the mutex returns to the unlocked state.

OSAUnlockRecursiveMutex()

void OSAUnlockRecursiveMutex(
OSARecursiveMutex *mutex);

OSAUnlockRecursiveMutex unlocks the given mutex. If the mutex is locked by the calling thread,
OSAUnlockRecursiveMutex decrements the mutex’s lock counter (the number of OSALockRecursiveMutex

operations was successfully performed on this mutex by the calling thread), and if this counter becomes zero then the
mutex becomes unlocked. When the mutex becomes unlocked and there are one or more threads which are waiting
for it, one and only one of them is unblocked (but it is not possible to predict which one). If the mutex is already
unlocked or not owned by the calling thread, the OSAUnlockRecursiveMutex behavior depends on the OSA
implementation. It is recommended that the debug version of OSA should try to detect invalid use and abort the
program.

Note 1: For example, LinuxThreads allows you to unlock a mutex owned by another thread and quietly ignores
attempts to unlock an already unlocked mutex. However, the BACstac does not rely on such tricks.
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OSADestroyRecursiveMutex()

bool OSADestroyRecursiveMutex(
OSARecursiveMutex *mutex);

OSADestroyRecursiveMutex destroys a mutex object, freeing the resources it might hold. The mutex must be
unlocked on entrance. If the mutex was lock the OSA behavior is not specified. The debug version of OSA may have
additional checks and produce a diagnostic message to detect incorrect use of mutex.

Fast mutexes
typedef ... OSAFastMutex;

bool OSAInitFastMutex (OSAFastMutex *mutex);
void OSALockFastMutex (OSAFastMutex *mutex);
void OSAUnlockFastMutex (OSAFastMutex *mutex);
void OSADestroyFastMutex (OSAFastMutex *mutex);

Fast mutexes are the same as recursive mutexes but they cannot be locked by the same thread many times. On those
platforms were all mutexes all recursive, fast mutexes can be defined as alias to recursive mutexes, as it shown below:

#define OSAFastMutex OSARecursiveMutex
#define OSAInitFastMutex OSAInitRecursiveMutex
#define OSALockFastMutex OSALockRecursiveMutex
#define OSAUnlockFastMutex OSAUnlockRecursiveMutex
#define OSADestroyFastMutex OSADestroyRecursiveMutex

OSAInitFastMutex()

bool OSAInitFastMutex(
OSAFastMutex *mutex);

OSAInitFastMutex initializes the mutex object pointed to by mutex.

On success, OSAInitFastMutex returns TRUE, otherwise FALSE.

OSALockFastMutex()

void OSALockFastMutex(
OSAFastMutex *mutex);
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OSALockFastMutex locks the given mutex. If the mutex is currently unlocked, it becomes locked and owned by
the calling thread, and OSALockFastMutex returns immediately. If the mutex is already locked by another thread,
OSALockFastMutex suspends the calling thread until the mutex is unlocked. If the mutex is already locked by the
calling thread, the behaviour of OSALockFastMutex is unspecified, and valid code should never attempt to lock the
same fast mutex twice from one thread. It is recommended that the debug version of OSA should try to detect invalid
use and abort the program.

OSAUnlockFastMutex()

void OSAUnlockFastMutex(
OSAFastMutex *mutex);

OSAUnlockFastMutex unlocks the given mutex. If the mutex is locked by the calling thread, the mutex becomes
unlocked. When the mutex becomes unlocked and there are one or more threads which are waiting for it, one and only
one of them is unblocked (but it is not possible to predict which one). If the mutex is already unlocked or not owned
by the calling thread, the OSAUnlockFastMutex behavior depends on the OSA implementation. It is recommended
that the debug version of OSA should try to detect invalid use and abort the program.

OSADestroyFastMutex()

bool OSADestroyFastMutex(
OSAFastMutex *mutex);

OSADestroyFastMutex destroys a mutex object, freeing the resources it might hold. The mutex must be unlocked
on entrance. If the mutex was lock the OSA behavior is not specified. The debug version of OSA may have additional
checks and produce a diagnostic message to detect incorrect use of mutex.

Atomic variables

General description
Atomic variables are structures that contain integer counter (at least 16 bits), which can be modified from different
threads concurrently with the function specified below, in thus way that each operation is atomic. That allows to avoid
the use of mutexes for simple arithmetic operations on counters and thus makes the code of a program smaller and
faster.

typedef struct {....} OSAAtomic; // a structure containing integer counter

int OSAAtomicGet(OSAAtomic* v);
void OSAAtomicSet(OSAAtomic* v, int i);
void OSAAtomicInc(OSAAtomic* v);
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bool OSAAtomicIncTest(OSAAtomic* v);
void OSAAtomicDec(OSAAtomic* v);
bool OSAAtomicDecTest(OSAAtomic* v);
void OSAAtomicAdd(OSAAtomic* v, int i);
void OSAAtomicSub(OSAAtomic* v, int i);

OSAAtomicGet()

int OSAAtomicGet(
OSAAtomic* var);

The OSAAtomicGet function returns the current value of an atomic variable.

OSAAtomicSet()

void OSAAtomicSet(
OSAAtomic* var,
int value);

The OSAAtomicSet function sets a specified value to an atomic variable.

OSAAtomicInc()

void OSAAtomicInc(
OSAAtomic* var);

The OSAAtomicInc function increments (increases by one) the value of the specified atomic variable.

OSAAtomicIncTest()

bool OSAAtomicIncTest(
OSAAtomic* var);

The OSAAtomicIncTest function increments (increases by one) the value of the specified atomic variable and tests
the result. The function returns true if the result of operation is zero, and false otherwise.
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OSAAtomicDec()

void OSAAtomicDec(
OSAAtomic* var);

The OSAAtomicDec function decrements (decreases by one) the value of the specified atomic variable.

OSAAtomicDecTest()

bool OSAAtomicDecTest(
OSAAtomic* var);

The OSAAtomicDecTest function decrements (decreases by one) the value of the specified atomic variable and tests
the result. The function returns true if the result of operation is zero, and false otherwise.

OSAAtomicAdd()

void OSAAtomicAdd(
OSAAtomic* var,
int value);

The OSAAtomicAdd function performs an atomic addition of an increment value to an atomic variable.

OSAAtomicSub()

void OSAAtomicSub(
OSAAtomic* var,
int value);

The OSAAtomicSub function performs an atomic subtraction of a decrement value to an atomic variable.
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Dynamic memory

General description
void* OSAAlloc (size_t size);
void OSAFree (void* ptr);

The behavior of OSAAlloc and OSAFree conforms to ANSI C malloc and free with one exceptions: OSAAlloc
does not return NULL if the size value is 0 (the same as operation new in C++);.

OSAAlloc()

void* OSAAlloc(
size_t size);

OSAAlloc allocates size bytes in the process address space and returns a pointer to the allocated memory. The
memory is not cleared. OSAAlloc may be called with the size argument equal to 0, and a non-NULL pointer will be
returned in that case. Each subsequent call to OSAAlloc with a zero argument will return a different value.

The value returned by OSAAlloc is a pointer to the allocated memory, which conforms to any kind of variable, or
NULL if the request fails.

OSAFree()

void OSAFree(
void* ptr);

OSAFree frees the memory space pointed to by ptr normally returned by a previous call to OSAAlloc. If ptr is
NULL, no action is performed.

The same memory block cannot be freed twice. To ensure this, we recommend the following:

void* ptr;

if ((ptr = OSAAlloc(size)) != NULL)
{
/* do something with memory */
OSAFree(ptr), ptr = NULL;
}

Here, the NULL value is assigned to ptr pointer, so subsequent calls to OSAFree will be safe.
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Time

General description
typedef ... OSAInterval; // unsigned integer 32-bit or more

OSAInterval OSAGetTickCount (void);
void OSASleep (OSAInterval ms);

OSAGetTickCount()

OSAInterval OSAGetTickCount(void);

OSAGetTickCount returns the number of milliseconds since a standard event. The time when the event starts -- at
some fixed point in the past (like midnight, Jan 1, 1970), or when the system starts, or when the OSA starts or whatever
- this depends on the specific OSA implementation. Applications should not rely on that fixed point. This function is
intended for the measurement of time intervals, i.e. relative time only. It is guaranteed that subtracting an earlier time
stamp from a later time stamp yields a correct result as long as the time interval being measured does not exceed the
implementation-specific maximum. It is guaranteed that the maximum time interval that can be measured is at least
2147483647 milliseconds (some 24 days).

OSASleep()

void OSASleep(
OSAInterval ms);

OSASleep delays the execution of the calling thread for ms milliseconds.

Note 1: OSASleep suspends the calling thread for at least ms milliseconds, however it can take longer than that
before the thread is unblocked. The delay depends on the underlying platform: hardware, operating system (for
example, delay may be up to 10 ms on Linux/i386), system load, scheduling policy, thread priority, etc.

Note 2: Some underlying systems may have a predefined value to produce an infinite delay (e.g. INFINITE in
Win32). If this value is passed as the argument of OSASleep, its behavior is undefined.
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System logging utilities
System logging is new to the OSA. It is intended to provide a portable way for BACstac to issue run-time messages
(similar to the syslog(3) function on UNIX platforms).

General description
typedef ... OSAChar; // usually char, sometimes wchar_t
typedef ... OSAUChar; // if OSAChar is char then unsigned char

// if OSAChar is wchar_t then wchar_t

#ifdef CONFIG_OSA_WCHAR
/* OSAChar is defined as wchar_t */

typedef wchar_t OSAChar; // usually char, sometimes wchar_t
typedef wchar_t OSAUChar; // usually wchar_t is unsigned
# ifdef _WINDOWS

/* Windows uses non-standard format for wprintf */
# define OSA_FMT_C "hc" /* format for "char" */
# define OSA_FMT_S "hs" /* format for "char*" */
# define OSA_FMT_OC "c" /* format for "OSAChar" */
# define OSA_FMT_OS "s" /* format for "OSAChar*" */
# else

/* for standard complaint compilers */
# define OSA_FMT_C "c" /* format for "char" */
# define OSA_FMT_S "s" /* format for "char*" */
# define OSA_FMT_OC "lc" /* format for "OSAChar" */
# define OSA_FMT_OS "ls" /* format for "OSAChar*" */
# endif
#else

/* OSAChar is defined as char */
typedef char OSAChar;
typedef unsigned char OSAUChar;
# define OSA_FMT_C "c" /* format for "char" */
# define OSA_FMT_S "s" /* format for "char*" */
# define OSA_FMT_OC "c" /* format for "OSAChar" */
# define OSA_FMT_OS "s" /* format for "OSAChar*" */
#endif

typedef enum // each message belongs to one of
{ // the logical message types
osaLogEmerg,
osaLogErr,
osaLogWarn,
osaLogInfo,
osaLogDebug
}

OSALogMessageType;

void OSALogMessage (OSALogMessageType type, const OSAChar* format,...);
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OSALogMessage()

SALogMessage(
OSALogMessageType type,
const OSAChar* format,
...);

OSALogMessage generates a log message. The actual output of the function and the way the message can be displayed
and read by the users is completely platform-specific. The type argument determines the type (relative importance)
of the message (described below). The remaining arguments are format, as in printf, and any arguments required
by format.

Note 1: Platform-specific implementations may define additional format specifiers. For instance, UNIX syslog(3)
function replaces the %m specifier in format with a string (strerror) associated with the current value of errno.
BACstac does not rely on such non-portable printf format extensions.

Log message types (in order of decreasing importance) are:

osaLogEmerg

Emergency condition, the system may be unusable. An appropriate action should be taken immediately.

osaLogErr

Error condition. For example: "DL: Cannot initialize serial port COM2".

osaLogWarn

Warning condition. For example: "NL: Routing collision: received I-Am-Router-To-Network(2) from 00-00-12-
34-56-78".

osaLogInfo

Informational message. For example: "NL: PTP connection is closed due to activity timeout".

osaLogDebug

Debug-level message. For example: "Checkpoint #7 passed". Normally, debug-level messages are filtered out by
appropriate platform-specific facilities. Therefore it is safe to leave such messages in the production version of
the source code.

Byte ordering and floating point format utilities
BACnet (as well as TCP/IP, XNS and some other protocol suites) transfers multibyte integer values over network in
big-endian format. Therefore it is possible to avoid unnecessary byte manipulations on big-endian platforms.

Floating-point classification is intended to provide a portable way for BACstac to utilize floating-point hardware
capabilities on IEEE-754 compliant platforms.
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General description
#define OSA_INTEGRAL_BIG_ENDIAN ... // !0 = CPU is big endian
#define OSA_IEEE_FP_FORMAT ... // !0 = FPU is IEEE-754 compliant
#define OSA_FP_BIG_ENDIAN ... // !0 = FPU is big-endian

typedef enum
{
osaFPInfPos, // infinity positive (+INF)
osaFPInfNeg, // infinity negative (-INF)
osaFPNAN, // not a number
osaFPNormal // all others (regular number)
}

OSAFPClass;

OSAFPClass OSAFPClassify (double value);
bool OSAGenerateSpecFPValue (OSAFPClass fpClass, double* value);

Some BACnet properties need to pass special IEEE floating point values (such as Not a Number), so these utility
routines are included in the OSA to allow the BACstac encoder and applications to use these special values on your
platform. These functions are only necessary if OSA_IEEE_FP_FORMAT is 0.

Cardinal byte order
OSA_INTEGRAL_BIG_ENDIAN constant must be defined in OSA and is used during BACstac compilation.

If OSA_INTEGRAL_BIG_ENDIAN is defined as non-zero, BACstac assumes that underlying CPU is big-endian.
This means that least significant byte of any multibyte integer type (short, int, long) is stored at high address while
most significant byte is stored at low address (exactly the same way as the Motorola 68000 does). If the underlying
CPU uses any other layout to store integer numbers (including little-endian, such as i80x86), OSA_INTEGRAL_-
BIG_ENDIAN must be defined as zero.

IEEE-754 compliance
Both OSA_IEEE_FP_FORMAT and OSA_FP_BIG_ENDIAN constants must be defined in OSA and are used when
the BACstac is compiled.

If OSA_IEEE_FP_FORMAT is defined as non-zero, BACstac assumes that the C float type is a single precision
floating-point number (a.k.a. binary32) and the C double type is a double precision floating-point number (a.k.a.
binary64) as defined in IEEE-754. Due to the fact that BACnet transfers floating-point values over network in IEEE-
754 format, it is possible to avoid unnecessary format conversions on a IEEE-754 compliant platform (such as x86,
ARM). As a result, the speed is improved and the BACstac code size is reduced. If underlying system is not IEEE-754
compliant, OSA_IEEE_FP_FORMAT must be defined as zero.

Note 1: It is possible to define OSA_IEEE_FP_FORMAT as zero on IEEE-754 compliant platform. In this case,
BACstac uses a completely portable but slow algorithm to convert float and double values in format used by
BACnet and vise versa.

If OSA_FP_BIG_ENDIAN is defined as non-zero, BACstac assumes that underlying floating-point unit (FPU) is big-
endian. This means that least significant byte of the mantissa is stored at the high address and exponent is stored at the
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low address. If the underlying FPU is little-endian (floating-point numbers are stored in the opposite order compared
to big-endian), OSA_FP_BIG_ENDIAN must be defined as zero. If underlying platform uses any other layout to
store floating-point numbers, OSA_IEEE_FP_FORMAT must be defined as zero and OSA_FP_BIG_ENDIAN will
be ignored.

For example, the i80387 is an IEEE-754 compliant little-endian FPU. Thus, the declarations

#define OSA_IEEE_FP_FORMAT 1
#define OSA_FP_BIG_ENDIAN 0

are suitable on an Intel PC.

A special exception is made for ARM platforms that use the little-endian order but without native support for floating
point (i.e. neither __MAVERICK__ nor __VFP_FP__ is defined). On those platform, the double type consists of two
words in a big-endian order but with bytes inside these words are in the little-endian order. Though, this representation
of the double type is neither big nor little endian. BACstac provides a special treatment for this case, thus OSA_IEEE_-
FP_FORMAT may be defined as non-zero, while OSA_FP_BIG_ENDIAN must be defined as zero.

OSAFPClassify()

OSAFPClass OSAFPClassify(
double value);

OSAFPClassify determines the floating-point class to which the given value belongs. If the value argument is
"positive infinity" (+INF, see IEEE-754 for example), OSAFPClassify returns osaFPInfPos; if value is "negative
infinity" (-INF), it returns osaFPInfNeg; if value is "not a number" (NAN), OSAFPClassify returns osaFPNAN;

otherwise it returns osaFPNormal (value is a regular number).

Note 1: This function is necessary only if OSA_IEEE_FP_FORMAT is 0.

OSAGenerateSpecFPValue()

bool OSAGenerateSpecFPValue(
OSAFPClass fpClass,
double *pValue);

OSAGenerateSpecFPValue obtains a floating-point value of the specified fpClass and stores it at pValue. The
fpClass argument may be on of the following: osaFPInfPos, osaFPInfNeg and osaFPNAN, generating "positive
infinity" (+INF), "negative infinity" (-INF) and "not a number" (NAN), respectively; osaFPNormal is not legal.

OSAGenerateSpecFPValue returns TRUE on success and FALSE if fpClass is invalid. If
OSAGenerateSpecFPValue fails, contents of the memory at address pValue becomes undefined.

Note 1: This function is necessary only if OSA_IEEE_FP_FORMAT is 0.
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Debugging support utilities
OSAPanic is a new incarnation of the old BACstac concept _Assert. It is a platform-independent way to terminate
process abnormally.

General description
typedef ... OSAChar; // usually char, sometimes wchar_t
typedef ... OSAUChar; // if OSAChar is char then unsigned char

// if OSAChar is wchar_t then wchar_t

void OSAPanic (const OSAChar* prefix, const OSAChar* format, ...);

OSAPanic()

void OSAPanic (
const OSAChar* prefix,
const OSAChar* format,
...);

OSAPanic is used by Abort and Assert macros in the API layer to generate an exception and jump into a source level
debugger, etc.

OSAPanic generates an error message and terminates the process abnormally. The actual output of the function and
the way the message can be displayed and read by the users as well as the meaning of "abnormal process termination"
are completely platform-specific.

The prefix argument is usually a name of function that called OSAPanic. Usually this parameter is printed first and
then followed by the formatted output specified by format and the arguments required by format, as in printf.

OSAPanic never returns to the caller.

Note 1: A particular OSAPanic implementation may produce a postmortem dump (core file on UNIX), invoke the
debugger, or perform other actions helpful for BACstac debugging.
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Miscellaneous
The need to convert strings from OSAChar to plain char and vice versa appeared when BACstac was first ported to
a "pure UNICODE" platform. For example, PTP peers exchange passwords in plain ASCII while OSAReadString

reads these passwords from the configuration file (registry) in UNICODE. . .

General description
typedef ... OSAChar; // usually char, sometimes wchar_t
typedef ... OSAUChar; // if OSAChar is char then unsigned char

// if OSAChar is wchar_t then wchar_t
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Module
The BACstac uses a number of configuration parameters. The parameters control things such as the buffer pool
sizes, timeout interval lengths, and network interface information. The full list of available configuration parameters
is defined in include/baccfg.in as a series of C structures. Each layer (APIL, NL, TSML, DL) has their own
configuration configuration structure. In addition, each data link can provide its own parameters, which are refered by
the corresponding entry of the port table. An example of BACstac configuration can be found in config.c at the top
of the distributive.

Using Configuration Structures
After setting all building variables as described in the Section called Build variables for makefiles in Chapter 2,
you run "make" (or "nmake" on Windows), which will generate include/api/baccfg.h based on your building
settings. This generation is performed by gencfg.exe, which is automatically built from source code located in the
gencfg directory. If you change BACstac building variables, you need to regenerate baccfg.h and recompile the
configuration and any other file that includes baccfg.h. Makefiles included in BACstac/32 for Linux and Windows
platforms do that automatically, but if you choose to use your own building system, you should be aware about that
and provide proper dependencies. Using baccfg.h generated for different building settings can cause unpredictable
behavior (often with difficult to diagnose problems).

Typically a BACstac program includes a configuration file similar to config.c. Most configuration parameters are
likely to be dictated by specific of the program and the embedded environment in which it is used. However, some
parameters may be changed by the end user (for example, the UDP port for BACnet/IP has the default value 47808
(0xBAC0), but it may be necessary to have a different value). In this case, the application is responsible to store and
obtain those user configured parameters and provide their proper validation. All configuration parameters should be
initialized before BACstacInit and never changed during all BACstac work (i.e. until BACstacClose or reboot).

BACstac allows to change the Routing table and Broadcast Distribution table at run-time by standard BACnet
messages. However these changes need to be written in the permanent storage, so they will not be lost over
reboot. For that reason, BACstac invokes one of following callbacks (which must be provided by application):
BACstacCfgUpdateNlPortTable and BACstacCfgUpdateBdt correspondingly. After successful update of the
configuration, these functions must return TRUE. If changes to the configuration cannot be saved or those changes are
prohibited then these function should return FALSE.

OSA Configuration
BACstac/32 prior version 6.1 used OSA Configuration API to read and store the BACstac configuration. On Windows
the implementation of this API used the Windows registry, on Linux, a configuration file was used. This approach did
not fit well for small embedded devices, which may not have a robust file system. Also it was impossible to have two
independent application running simulteniously. Therefore this method is not supported anymore.

Note: The rest of this section describes the OSA Configuration API. There is no need to implement this API as it is
included only to assist with porting old BACstac/32 programs to the new BACstac/32 version. Though BACstac/32
still includes those implementations of OSA Configuration API for Windows and Linux, as well as all other required
to read the configuration using OSA Configuration API and fill corresponding configuration structures, we strongly
discourage their usage.
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The OSA contains a set of functions to set and retrieve configuration parameters from a database. The functions are
similar to the Win32 registry API functions. Parameters are identified by a character string, and are organized in a tree
structure. The format of the database is completely platform-specific.

Configuration parameters may be read from, written to, or deleted from the configuration database. Each parameter
is identified by unique key - a character string. The parameter value may be a long integer, null-terminated character
string or array of null-terminated character strings.

typedef ... OSAChar; // usually char, sometimes wchar_t
typedef ... OSAUChar; // if OSAChar is char then unsigned char

// if OSAChar is wchar_t then wchar_t

#define CONFIG_SUBLEVEL_CHAR ’...’ // sub-level separator (char)
#define CONFIG_SUBLEVEL_STR "..." // the same as string literal

bool OSAReadLong (const OSAChar* key, long* value, long default);
bool OSAWriteLong (const OSAChar* key, long value);
bool OSAReadString (const OSAChar* key, OSAChar* value, size_t* valueSize, const OSAChar* default);
bool OSAWriteString (const OSAChar* key, const OSAChar* value);
bool OSAReadMultiString (const OSAChar* key, OSAChar* value, size_t* valueSize, const OSAChar* default);
bool OSAWriteMultiString (const OSAChar* key, const OSAChar* value);
bool OSADeleteKey (const OSAChar* key);

OSAReadLong, OSAReadString, and OSAReadMultiString read a value of the corresponding type from key of
configuration file and stores it at value. If the key parameter does not exist in the configuration file (or the registry),
value is set to default and the function succeeds. These functions returns TRUE on success.

OSAWriteLong, OSAWriteString, and OSAWriteMultiString write value of the corresponding type to the
configuration file (or the registry) to the parameter parameter specified by key. If there is no paramter with the given
key, it is added automatically. These functions returns TRUE on success.

OSADeleteKey removes from the configuration file (or the registry) the parameter or the configuration subtree spec-
ified by key. If the specified key does not exist, the function returns TRUE, which indicates success.

Tuning Parameters
In addition to parameters accessed at runtime via the configuration API, there are other configuration parameters
whose values are contained in the BACstac source code. These parameters should not be modified unless you are
experiencing severe memory size or performance problems on your platform.
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The present chapter is intended to help you to gain an insight into how BACstac interacts with the hardware that
transfer data over a network. The section What is a sub-DL? covers the basics underlying consequent subchapters.
The section How Does the Sub-DL Operate? describes the interface between the sub-DL and the upper BACstac
layers and the procedure of adding or removing a sub-DL at compile time. Sections Porting Ethernet Sub-DL through
Porting MS/TP Sub-DL cover porting sub-DLs for all physical interfaces currently supported by BACstac.

Abbreviations

AL

Application Layer

B/IP

BACnet over IP (Annex J)

CPU

Central Processing Unit

DL

Data Link Layer

IP

DARPA Internet Protocol (RFC 791)

LLC

Logical Link Control (IEEE 802.2)

MS/TP

Master-Slave/Token Passing (Clause 9 of ANSI/ASHRAE Standard 135-2008 or later)

NIC

Network Interface Card
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NL

Network Layer

NPDU

Network Protocol Data Unit

OS

Operating System

OSA

Operating System Abstraction

PDU

Protocol Data Unit

PTP

Point to Point (Clause 10 of ANSI/ASHRAE Standard 135-2008 or later)

RAM

Random Access Memory

TCP

Transmission Control Protocol (RFC 793)

UDP

User Datagram Protocol (RFC 768)
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What is a sub-DL?
Logically BACstac as network software is divided into several layers whose boundaries correspond more or less
strictly to layers described in the BACnet standard. Figure 5-1 shows the BACstac layering structure.

Figure 5-1. Simplified BACstac Architecture

The underlying OS and hardware (referred to collectively as platform) are not a part of the BACstac distribution, but
they are necessary to use BACstac/32. In the contrast to other layers, which do not have platform specific code, the
data link layer (DL) contains it, and therefore some part of DL should be rewritten when BACstac is ported to a new
platform.

The data link layer consists from one common part (DL-common) and several data links to specific types of networks
(sub-DLs). The BACnet standard defines seven types of physical networks for data transfer (they are all enumerated
in include\baccfg.h in the definition of enumeration BACSTAC_DL_PROTOCOL) : Ethernet, BACnet over IP
(B/IP), Point to Point (PTP), ARCNET, Master-Slave/Token Passing (MS/TP), LonTalk.

The common part of the DL code is platform independent. Its source code is located in the dl\common\ directory
and in dl\dl.c and dl\dl.h files).

The network specific code is located in sub-DLs. For DL-common, all sub-DLs must look absolutely similar to hide
hardware differences. For that purpose, BACstac uses a special well-defined interface which we will discuss later in
this chapter. A sub-DL is a physical network specific part of DL that has the standard interface to DL-common.

Each sub-DL serves a category of devices (network interface cards) that provide access to the CPU to the data transfer
network (sometimes the devices may be virtual, as in the case of B/IP). The sub-DL implementation may impose
limitations on the number of devices of a certain type. However, it is easy to set this limitation at a higher value than
the platform’s capabilities or, if necessary, to change it (assuming that the source code is available).
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Cimetrics has implemented sub-DLs for all physical networks defined in ANSI/ASHRAE Standard 135-2008 or later
except LonTalk™, and some of them are provided with BACstac/32. According to your needs, you may incorporate
one or more sub-DLs in any combination into the BACstac executable; a way to do this is described in the Section
called List of sub-DLs. It is also possible (though improbable) that you will have to implement an additional sub-DL
for a data link layer not defined by ANSI/ASHRAE Standard 135-2008 or later (in order, for example, to provide
a MAC-address to a device whose only connection to the external world is a serial channel using PTP; such device
cannot be otherwise addressed by the BACnet).

Figure 5-2. Internal Sub-DL Structure

Similarly to the DL in general, a part of the code of a specific sub-DL may be platform-independent (see Figure 5-
2). For instance, the PTP implementation is fairly large and complex (in the Clause 10 of ANSI/ASHRAE Standard
135-2008 or later defines the PTP data link as having four finite state machines interconnected with each other), but
the platform specific part of code provides only two main operations: receiving byte from and sending byte to the
serial channel (plus initializing and closing that channel). The boundary between platform-dependent and platform-
independent parts of a sub-DL is significantly different for different types of physical networks. In many cases you do
not have to implement the whole sub-DL for your target platform, but a few simple platform specific functions.

The interface between platform-dependent and platform-independent parts of the sub-DL (Low-level sub-DL interface
in Figure 5-2) is specific for each sub-DL; you may find the corresponding descriptions in sections Porting Ethernet
Sub-DL through Porting MS/TP Sub-DL. In the comments for the BACstac source codes you may encounter the
terms "low-level sub-DL", "sub-DL driver" or something like that, these terms should not confuse you: all of them
stand for the platform-dependent part of sub-DL, but were invented by different persons and at different times. The
platform-independent source code of sub-DL is located in the dl\bip, dl\mstp, and dl\ptp directories.

How Does the Sub-DL Operate?
As a part of DL and more generally, of BACstac/32, the sub-DL is not an isolated entity, but works in a specific
environment (see Figure 5-3).
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Figure 5-3. Sub-DL and Its Environment

Each sub-DL performs two basic operations: sending data from the DL-common to the physical network and supplying
data received from the physical network to the DL-common. That entails that each sub-DL should communicate with
hardware and underlying OS (through OSA and native API) on the one hand and with the DL-common on the other.
The main goal of sub-DL is transferring data from the "top", the DL-common, to the physical network, and supplying
data received from the physical network to the DL-common, that is, to the top of the Data Link Layer. That implies
data exchange with the DL-common via an interface defined by the BACstac, while the interface with the hardware
is based on the rules specific to the underlying platform. To reach that goal, the sub-DL may have access to system
resources both directly (using platform APIs) and via the OSA (see Chapter 3).

System resources
Usually a sub-DL implementation has some platform specific part. This code can use native API calls and other
underlying system resources directly without OSA. In many cases, this approach is not only more efficient, because
APIs of modern OSs are considerably more rich than the OSA API, it is also the only possible, because OSA does
not have all functionality needed for a sub-DL. Nonetheless, the use of OSA functions is also possible. Obviously, the
platform-independent part of sub-DL (see Figure 5-2) can use OSA functions only.

It should be noted that in some cases do not allow using the OSA functions (as well as some system calls of the
underlying OS). Such is the case of an interrupt handler that cannot use a mutex, while the use of other synchroniza-
tion primitives is restricted. (For example, On Time’s RTKernel-32 allows the interrupt handler to use only native
semaphores). Studying the OSA implementation and documentation on an underlying OS may prove helpful in these
cases. In the Section called Porting ARCNET sub-DL we consider a sub-DL provided with an interrupt handler.

The real-time threads of high priority, if they are created within a sub-DL, also require your close attention. So,
the frequent calls to the OSALogMessage function, which seems to be of little importance at first glance, may signifi-
cantly deteriorate the system parameters (in particular, the real-time characteristics) if the atomic character of message
registering is ensured by the use of a mutex incorporated in OSALogMessage.

Interface with hardware
You should remember that the notion of hardware related to sub-DL includes not only hardware in the strict sense
(NIC), but also virtual devices such as a UDP socket.

Since the OSA does not provide any means for NIC control, using native means of the underlying platform presents
the only possibility for that. We cannot give any specific recommendation in this area because of a large variety of
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architectures of computing systems, peripherals and OSs.

Sub-DL ⇔ DL-common interface
The interface with the top layer, that is, the DL-common, is in effect the only strictly defined component of any sub-
DL. In addition to methods of data exchange, that interface determines the way in which the sub-DL is connected at
BACstac compilation, and runtime configuration and identification of devices served by the given sub-DL.

Figure 5-4. Simplified Sub-DL ⇔ DL Interface Structure

Data Message

Between the sub-DL and upper layers, all data is transferred in the form of Data Messages. Each Data Message
contains NPDU, address (source or destionationg respectively for receiving or sending messages), broadcast flag,
priority, data expecting reply, pointer to the port, etc. The sub-DL may not use all of them, but only those that are
necessary for this type of the data link accordingly to the BACnet standard.

Each sub-DL performs two operation that involves a Data Message: sending a message to and receiving it from the
physical network.

When the sub-DL sends a message, it receives the Data Message to send as the parameter of the SendTo() operation.
The sub-DL can send it synchronously or asynchronously, but in any case the process of sending it shall not block
the calling thread. If SendTo() returns STATUS_OK, then sub-DL is responsible for releasing the Data Message,
otherwise the message is considered as rejected by sub-DL, and it will be released by DL-common. See the Section
called Operation SendTo for more details.

When the sub-DL receives a message from the network, it should allocate a Data Message, store data in it, and then
put it in the Receive Queue (Figure 5-4). After putting the message into the Receive Queue, the upper level is in
change for it and sub-DL shall not perform any operation with this message.

The subdl.h file is located in the dl\common directory; it contains all declarations, definitions, constants, and pro-
totypes describing the sub-DL interface.
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Data Message Interface

To handle the Receive Queue, the BACstac provides a set of functions whose prototypes are found in
dl\common\dllib.h. The described below functions may be implemented as macros, therefore their parameters
must be simple expressions that does not have any side effect from their evaluation more than once, otherwise the
result will be unpredictable.

void DataMsgRelease(
DL_DATA_MSG* pMsg,
CORE_STATUS status);

This function releases a data message that either received as the parameter of SendTo() operation (see the Section
called Operation SendTo for more details about when sub-DL must call this function) or allocated by sub-DL itself by
means of DataMsgAlloc() or DataMsgClone(). The parameter status is used to convey result of sending when
it is performed asynchronously, in other cases it is not used and shall be STATUS_OK.

DL_DATA_MSG* DataMsgClone(
DL_DATA_MSG* pMsg);

The function makes a completely copy of the given data message. A new data message can be used with all operations
that can be applied to a new create data message, but it is already initialized using data from the given data message.

void DataMsgPutToQueue(
DL_DATA_MSG* pMsg);

The function puts the data message to the receiving queue. The data message must be allocated before by means of
DataMsgAlloc() or DataMsgClone(). Before putting it to the receiving queue, the sub-DL must set necessary
parameters and put data received from the network into this message using functions described below.

void DataMsgReAlloc(
DL_DATA_MSG* pMsg,
UINT size);

The function reallocates a previously allocated data message with different header size. This function can be used
only for data messages allocated by sub-DL itself by means of DataMsgAlloc() or DataMsgClone().

BYTE* DataMsgAddHeader(
DL_DATA_MSG* pMsg,
UINT size);

The function add a header to the data message and returns a pointer to it. If the message was received as the parameter
of SendTo() then attempt to add of the header may cause internal copy of data, which may fail because of the lack
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of resource. In this case NULL will be returned. The sub-DL shall check this circumstances and returns the appropriate
error code if necessary.

BYTE* DataMsgRemoveHeader(
DL_DATA_MSG* pMsg,
UINT size);

The function removes the specified number of octets from the beginning of data, and returns a new pointer to it. If the
data message was received as the parameter of SendTo(), only header added before by DataMsgAddHeader() may
be removed.

UINT DataMsgGetDataSpace(
DL_DATA_MSG* pMsg);

The function the size of buffer which can be used to store a received frame. This function can be used only for data
messages allocated by sub-DL itself by means of DataMsgAlloc() or DataMsgClone().

BYTE* DataMsgGetDataPtr(
DL_DATA_MSG* pMsg);

The function returns a pointer to data stored inside the data message. If the message is received as the parame-
ter of SendTo() function then it is the data that should be sent to the network and its length can be obtained
by the DataMsgGetDataSize() function. For a new allocated data message, it is a pointer to buffer to which
data received from the network should be put. The maximal length of the buffer can be obtained by means of the
DataMsgGetDataSpace() function. If the received frame is larger than available space, then the only beginning
of the frame shall be place in the buffer and the overflow flag set by means of the DataMsgSetOverflowFlag()

function. The number of octets that was put into the buffer must be specified using the DataMsgSetDataSize()

function.

UINT DataMsgGetDataSize(
DL_DATA_MSG* pMsg);

The function sets the size of a received frame. It must not exceed of the maximum available space, which can be
obtained by DataMsgGetDataSpace() function.

void DataMsgSetDataSize(
DL_DATA_MSG* pMsg,
UINT size);

This function sets the number of octets that were put into a data message. This function must be used only for data
messages created by sub-DL itself.
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void DataMsgSetOverflowFlag(
DL_DATA_MSG* pMsg);

This function sets the overflow flag to indicate that data put into the message was truncated because lack of space.

BOOLEAN DataMsgGetOverflowFlag(
DL_DATA_MSG* pMsg);

The function returns the value of the overflow flag for the given message.

DL_PORT* DataMsgGetPort(
DL_DATA_MSG* pMsg);

The function returns a pointer to the port to which this message should be sent or from which it was received.

void DataMsgResetPort(
DL_DATA_MSG* pMsg,
DL_PORT* port);

The function resets the port from which the data was received. This function must be used only for data messages
allocated by sub-DL itself, and thus the value of pMsg->pPort->pSubDl should not change by that function.

This function is only useful when a data link wants to allocate a data message but it does not know the destination
port until it has received a PDU, but a data message is required to receive the PDU. Currently the only data link that
needs this function is implementation of tunneling over IP as described in Annex H of the BACnet standard.

UINT DataMsgGetMAC(
DL_DATA_MSG* pMsg,
BYTE* pMAC,
UINT maxMACSize);

The function stores the MAC address in the buffer pointed by pMAC and which length is maxMACSize bytes. The
function returns the actual length of the MAC address.

void DataMsgSetMAC(
DL_DATA_MSG* pMsg,
const BYTE* pMAC,
UINT length);

The functions sets the MAC address. pMAC is a pointer to octets of the MAC address and length specifies its length.
The value of length must not exceed the maximal length of the address for this data link, which was specified as
SUBDL_MAX_MAC_LEN.
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BYTE DataMsgGetLSAP(
DL_DATA_MSG* pMsg);

The function returns LSAP value for the remote address.

void DataMsgSetLSAP(
DL_DATA_MSG* pMsg,
BYTE LSAP);

The function sets LSAP value for the remote address.

BOOLEAN DataMsgGetDER(
DL_DATA_MSG* pMsg);

The function returns the value of the Data Expected Reply flag.

void DataMsgSetDER(
DL_DATA_MSG* pMsg,
BOOLEAN fDER);

The function sets the Data Expected Reply flag. This function must be used only for data messages created by sub-DL
itself.

BYTE DataMsgGetPriority(
DL_DATA_MSG* pMsg);

The function returns the priority value.

void DataMsgSetPriority(
DL_DATA_MSG* pMsg,
BYTE priority);

The function sets the priority value. This function must be used only for data messages created by sub-DL itself.

BOOLEAN DataMsgGetBF(
DL_DATA_MSG* pMsg);

The function returns the value of the broadcast flag.
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void DataMsgSetBF(
DL_DATA_MSG* pMsg,
BOOLEAN fBroadcast);

The function sets the broadcast flag to indicate whether the current message was received as broadcast or not. This
function must be used only for data messages created by sub-DL itself.

The following example demonstrates the steps taken by receive procedure.

#include "subdl.h"

static bool receive (void)
{
DataMsg* pDataMsg;
BYTE sourceAddr[<N>];
bool broadcast;
u_int dataSize;
u_int dataSpace;

// Allocate Data Message

if ((pDataMsg = DataMsgAlloc(pPort, 0)) == NULL)
return false;

// Determine characteristics of the incoming message

broadcast = <ask_NIC_was_the_message_broadcast>;

<fetch_all_N_bytes_of_> sourceAddress <_from_NIC>;

dataSize = <fetch_from_NIC_and_compute_the_value>;

// Place data to newly allocated Data Message

if ((dataSpace = DataMsgGetDataSpace(pDataMsg)) < dataSize)
{
DataMsgSetOverflowFlag(pDataMsg);
dataSize = dataSpace;
}

if (dataSize > 0)
{
BYTE* dataPtr = DataMsgGetDataPtr(pDataMsg);
inps(dataPtr, <NIC_ioport_where_data_reside>, dataSize);
}

DataMsgSetDataSize(pDataMsg, dataSize);

// Enqueue Data Message buffer to DL receive queue

DataMsgSetMAC(pDataMsg, <N>, sourceAddr);
DataMsgSetBF(pDataMsg, broadcast);
DataMsgPutToQueue(pDataMsg);

return true;
}
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You will find more examples in the Section called Porting Ethernet Sub-DL and the Section called Porting ARCNET
sub-DL.

List of sub-DLs

The list of sub-DLs contains references to all statically linked sub-DLs that may be used by the BACstac stack at
run-time. The list is represented by an array of pointers with NULL pointer as the last element of the array. Each
array element points to BACSTAC_DL_EXECUTIVE that describes one data link. The pointer to the array should be
stored in the subDls field of BACSTAC_DL_CFG. For example:

extern BACSTAC_DL_EXECUTIVE BACstacSubDlBip;
extern BACSTAC_DL_EXECUTIVE BACstacSubDlPtp;

static BACSTAC_DL_EXECUTIVE* subDLs[] = {
{
&BACstacSubDlBip,
&BACstacSubDlPtp,
NULL
};

BACSTAC_DL_CFG BACstacDlCfg = {
subDLs,
150, /* defRcvQueue */
150, /* defXmtQueue */
200, /* pduPoolSize */
0x8000 /* socketBufferSize */

};

In this case, the BACstac build will include two sub-DLs: B/IP and PTP.

The BACSTAC_DL_EXECUTIVE type is actually a structure whose description is given in dl\common\dllib.h.
This structure is a collection of pointers to nine sub-DL operations1 that are considered in detail in the Section called
Sub-DL operations.

To remove a sub-DL from the BACstac it is sufficient to delete or comment out the corresponding line in the
subDlInterfaces initializer, re-compile the file with the subDlInterfaces definition, and re-build the BACstac2.

Adding a new sub-DL is a more complicated operation2 because, besides a new line in the initializer, it requires im-
plementation of sub-DL member functions (i.e. creation of the appropriate BACSTAC_DL_EXECUTIVE structure).
See the Section called Sub-DL operations for details.

Note: The subDlInterfaces table must contain at least one real sub-DL while the BACstac configuration file (or
Win32 Registry) must have at least one port for the BACstac, otherwise it will not operate.

Sub-DL operations

Every sub-DL must contain an instance of the BACSTAC_DL_EXECUTIVE structure. It looks something like the
following:

BACSTAC_DL_EXECUTIVE subDlExample =
{
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3, 0, /* Protocol 3.0 */
SUB_DL_VENDOR_ID,
OSA_TEXT(SUB_DL_NAME),
MAX_HDR_LEN, MAX_DATA_LEN, 0, 0,
SUBDL_DYN_LINKAGE,
Init,
Close,
Accept,
Bind,
Unbind,
SendTo,
Connect,
Disconnect,
ioctlRanges,
Ioctl
};

It makes sense that the structure name (subDlExample in the above example) be public so that it can be referred to by
the subDlInterfaces initializer (see the Section called List of sub-DLs On the contrary, we recommend to declare
static sub-DL operations (such as Init, Close etc.) in order to avoid "overlap" with other sub-DLs. Consider each
operation in more detail.

Operation Init

CORE_STATUS Init(
const DL_COMMON_CONFIG* commonConfig);

This operation initializes a sub-DL. Normally, it is called once during the sub-DL lifetime, its call precedes the Close()
call. It is guaranteed that Init() and Close() cannot be called concurrently from multiple threads. No other calls are
allowed before a successful Init() call.

Returns STATUS_OK on success and STATUS_OUT_OF_RESOURCES or other DL error code on error.

The DL_COMMON_CONFIG type is a structure declared in dl\common\dllib.h

typedef struct
{
UINT nMaxPorts;
}
DL_COMMON_CONFIG;

The commonConfig->nMaxPorts value equals the maximum number of ports that the DL can serve. That value
may suggest the table size provided that NIC descriptors in sub-DL are statically allocated at initialization time.

Operation Close

BOOLEAN Close(void);
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This operation performs the Sub-DL shutdown. Normally, it is called once during the sub-DL lifetime, its call follows
the Init() call. It is guaranteed that Init() and Close() cannot be called concurrently from multiple threads. After sub-DL
has been closed, no calls to sub-DL are allowed.

Returns TRUE on success and FALSE on error (most frequently, when the sub-DL is not initialized).

Operation Accept

BOOLEAN Accept(
UINT protocol);

Returns TRUE if the given sub-DL supports the DataLink protocol, FALSE otherwise. If Accept() returns TRUE,
the upper DL calls Bind() after that, setting pPort->protocol to protocol.

The protocol argument has the following use. The BACstac reads the value from the key
Nl*Port_Table*Entry#*Protocol (# stands for a number from zero to Nl*Port_Table*Num_Entries - 1)
in the configuration file (or Win32 Registry) and calls the Accept() operation of all sub-DLs that it knows (those
enumerated in subDlInterfaces, see the Section called List of sub-DLs). If Accept() returns TRUE, it is assumed
that the sub-DL can service a physical network with the indicated protocol. As a result, the Bind() operation of that
sub-DL is called in order to initialize the NIC and create a port. In the configuration file, the standard physical BAC
networks should have the values assigned to them in include\baccfg.h in the type BACSTAC_DL_PROTOCOL
definition (otherwise problems with PTP will arise).

Operation Bind

CORE_STATUS Bind(
DL_PORT* pPort);

This operation performs an actual interface initialization. pPort contains all parameters needed to perform initializa-
tion of the physical layer. On success, the sub-DL returns interface parameters in a structure pointed to by pPort.

Each interface can be bound only once. Prior to successful binding, neither transmission nor reception can be per-
formed via the interface. After successful binding, the interface is fully functional unless a connection is required by
the Data Link protocol.

It is guaranteed that Bind() and Unbind() cannot be called concurrently from multiple threads.

Return values:

STATUS_OK
STATUS_REQ_PENDING
STATUS_NOT_INITIALIZED
STATUS_ALREADY_BOUND
STATUS_UNKNOWN_PROTOCOL
STATUS_OUT_OF_RESOURCES
STATUS_INVALID_PARAM
STATUS_DRV_NOT_FOUND
STATUS_UNKNOWN_ERROR
STATUS_INVALID_ADDRESS
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or other DL error codes defined in include\status.h

The DL_PORT type is a structure that merits a detailed description. It is declared in dl\common\dllib.h. We omit
auxiliary fields that are of little interest for sub-DL consideration:

typedef struct tagDL_PORT
{
UINT protocol; // in, see BACSTAC_DL_PROTOCOL
const OSAChar* szLabel; // in
const OSAChar* szNicId; // in
const OSAChar* szSecondary; // in
UINT nXmtQueueLength; // in
UINT nConfigIndex; // in

UINT nMaxPacketData; // out
BYTE LSAP; // out
BYTE macLength; // out
BYTE mac[SUBDL_MAX_MAC_LEN]; // out
SUBDL_PORT_EXTRA // out

}
DL_PORT;

Fields with a "// in" comment are passed to Bind() already set to determined values; these values cannot change. Fields
with a "// out" comment should take values before Bind() is successfully terminated. The SubDlReserved array is
intended to enable sub-DL to store and pass values between operations. For example, you may store an index for the
NIC descriptor table in the SubDlReserved.intVal[0] field, as is the case of the B/IP sub-DL. After exit from
Bind(), the contents of DL_PORT argument is not modified, and all sub-DL operations are given a pointer to it.

The semantics of the protocol field is the same as in the Accept() operation. Theoretically, a sub-DL can "under-
stand" several types of physical networks. In any case, protocol will take one of the values for which Accept()

has returned TRUE.

The field szLabel gets its value from the key Nl*Port_Table*Entry#*Label in the BACstac configuration file
(or Win32 Registry). That value must be a string and how to interprete it is an internal matter of the sub-DL. However,
it is strongly recommended to use this string to identify particular DL port when sub-DL logs a message related to this
port (with using of OSALogMessage()). If the key Nl*Port_Table*Entry#*Label is absent in the configuration
file, the szLabel is filled by DL-common with some unique string derived from port table entry number.

The field szNicId gets its value from the key Nl*Port_Table*Entry#*Nic in the BACstac configuration file (or
Win32 Registry). That value must be a string and how to interprete it is an internal matter of the sub-DL. That string
commonly contains a NIC name; such is the case of the B/IP sub-DL for whom szNicId takes the IP address of the
network interface.

The field szSecondary gets its value from the key Nl*Port_Table*Entry#*Secondary_Info in the BACstac
configuration file (or Win32 Registry). That value must be a string and how to interprete it is an internal matter of the
sub-DL. That string commonly contains auxiliary information about the NIC; in the case of B/IP sub-DL, for example,
szSecondary contains the UDP port number.

The field nXmtQueueLength contains the recommended transmit queue length. The sub-DL may transmit outgoing
messages synchronously, so nXmtQueueLength is often ignored.

The field nConfigIndex is none other than the number included in the key in the configuration file (or WinNT
Registry). This is the same number that should substitute for the "#" in the above Nl*Port_Table*Entry#*Nic and
Nl*Port_Table*Entry#*Secondary_Info keys. The sub-DL may want to read non-standard parameters from the
configuration file; in that case, nConfigIndex will be extremely useful.
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The field LSAP is link service access point for the created port. This value is filled by Bind() operation. Currently
this field shall contain always the BACSTAC_LSAP value (0x82, see dl\common\dllib.h). This field is not used for
PTP port.

The field macLength is the length of the MAC address for the created port. This value is set by Bind() operation.
This field is not used for PTP port.

The field macLength is the length of the MAC address for the created port. This value is set by Bind() operation.
The value must be equal or less than SUBDL_MAX_MAC_LEN. The length depends on the type of physical network
(6 bytes for Ethernet and B/IP, 1 for ARCNET and MS/TP). This field is not used for PTP port.

The field mac contains the MAC address for the created port which length is specified in macLength. This value is
set by the Bind() operation. This field is not used for PTP port.

The field nMaxPacketData, should contain the maximum data length (in bytes) that the physical network can transfer
in a single message (frame, packet). A normal value for Ethernet and B/IP is 1497, for ARCNET, PTP, and MS/TP -
501. In case of platforms with restricted RAM, you may be obliged to apply lower values.

Operation Unbind

BOOLEAN Unbind(
DL_PORT* pPort);

This operation closes a physical interface. After that, traffic via the interface is not allowed. pPort points to the same
structure as in Bind(). It is guaranteed that Bind() and Unbind() will not be called concurrently from multiple
threads.

Returns TRUE on success, FALSE on error.

Operation SendTo

CORE_STATUS SendTo(
DataMsg* pDataMsg);

This operation transmits a packet. pPort identifies the physical interface via which the packet shall be sent (the same
as in Bind()). pDestAddress indentifies the packet destination. pDataMsg is a handle for the buffer containing the
packet data. wPriority and wExpectingDataReply are not used by most of the Data Link protocols and thus
should be ignored.

SendTo() can be implemented either synchronous or asynchronous, whichever is more appropriate for the given plat-
form. If the sub-DL returns STATUS_OK, it should release Data Message (by calling DataMsgRelease(pDataMsg,

status)) as soon as it is sent or cannot be sent (i.e. when sub-DL no longer needs it). The status allows to return
status code for asynchronous sent message.

The sub-DL shall not modify the contents of the Data Message received from DL-common except the header which
was added by DataMsgAddHeader. The maximal size of this header must be set by the sub-DL to the maxHdrSize
field of BACSTAC_DL_EXECUTIVE.

Return values:
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STATUS_OK
STATUS_NOT_INITIALIZED
STATUS_INVALID_ADDRESS
STATUS_OUT_OF_RESOURCES
STATUS_INVALID_PARAM
STATUS_CANT_SEND

and other DL error codes defined in include\status.h.

If the sub-DL maintains message buffering in transmit queue, wPriority may be used for sorting within this queue.
For some types of physical networks, such as MS/TP, ANSI/ASHRAE Standard 135-2008 or later explicitly requires
that wPriority be ignored (see 9.1.2.2 of ASHRAE/ANSI Standard 135-2008 or later).

In many cases the wExpectingDataReply argument has no meaning because there is no difference between requests
and responses (both are transmitted in frames of the same type). An exception is made for MS/TP (Clause 9 of
ANSI/ASHRAE Standard 135-2008 or later), which specifies different frame types for requests and responses.

Operations Connect and Disconnect

CORE_STATUS Connect(
DL_PORT* pPort);

CORE_STATUS Disconnect(
DL_PORT* pPort);

Not all Data Link protocols support connecting/disconnecting. For those that do not, the pointers in the interface table
must be NULL.

Only PTP protocol requires at present non-void Connect() or Disconnect() operations. The Connect() operation is
called when a physical connection is required to be established, for example, the modem is required to dial a number.
The information required for establishing connection is read from the BACstac configuration file (or Win32 Registry)
or carried in the pPort->szNicId and pPort->szSecondary strings (see the above description of the Bind()
operation). The Disconnect() operation is used to break a physical connection, for example, to make the modem hang
up.

Operation Ioctl

CORE_STATUS Ioctl(
DL_PORT* pPort,
int request,
INPUT_BUFFER* istream,
OUTPUT_STREAM* ostream,
UINT numParams);

The Ioctl() operation is used to enable the BACstac top layers, i.e. Network and Application layers, to request and
set sub-DL internal variables. In some cases the BACnet standard specifies handling sub-DL parameters as Device
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Object properties (for example, Max_Info_Frames and Max_Master in MS/TP). If ioctl requests are not supported by
this data link, the pointer to the ioctl procedure should be NULL.

The command semantics (the meaning of the request argument) is fully determined by the specific sub-DL. Possible
values of request are defined in include/api/bacioctl.h.

istream is an input buffer with parameters of the ioctl request. numParams is the number of arguments in the
input buffer. ostream is the output stream to which the ioctl procedure should put the result. The first output pa-
rameter should be the result of the ioctl request, which is one of BACSTAC_IOCTL_STATUS values defined in
include/api/bacioctl.h. The rest of output parameters depends on the specific request.

The function should return STATUS_OK if the result of the ioctl request was put to the output stream. If putting the
result to the output stream failed then the function should return STATUS_OUT_OF_RESOURCES.

Support functions

There are actions performed by almost all sub-DLs, for instance, parsing of the pPort->szSecondary string to ex-
tract Bind() options stored in it (see the Bind() operation in the Section called Sub-DL operations). To avoid reimple-
mentation the same functionality, BACstac provides a corresponding set of functions. to parse the sub-DL "command
lines", i.e. pPort->szNicId and pPort->szSecondary written in the format: {-|/}key:value. We recommend to
use the following functions for this purpose:

BOOLEAN CmdLineIsKeyPresent(
const OSAChar* pszCmdLine,
const OSAChar* pszKey);

BOOLEAN CmdLineGetInt(
const OSAChar* pszCmdLine,
const OSAChar* pszKey,
int* pValue);

BOOLEAN CmdLineGetString(
const OSAChar* pszCmdLine,
const OSAChar* pszKey,
OSAChar* pBuffer,
UINT nBufferSize);

Their prototypes are in include\bacutil.h which also contains comments describing both these functions and the
parsed command line format.

To read non-standard parameters from the BACstac configuration file (or Win32 Registry), you may use the
CfgReadPortLong, CfgReadPortString, and CfgReadPortMultiString functions. Their prototypes are in
include\bacutil.h. All of them should receive the pPort->nConfigIndex value as their first argument (see
the Section called Sub-DL operations). However, using these functions involves a risk to have difficulties when updat-
ing the BACstac: you will have to synchronously modify two files, include\bacutil.h and utils\utilcfg.c,
yet these files may be updated in new BACstac releases. For that reason, we recommend you to pass the parameters
through the use of pPort->szNicId and pPort->szSecondary.
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You may also make use of the BACstac tools for organizing queues, lists, and pools. The file include\bacutil.h
contains all necessary declarations and function prototypes.

Null sub-DL example

Null subDL is an example of a sub-DL that implements subDL functionality for NULL network interface, i.e. it is
a dummy subDL which emulates most of subDL functionality, but messages sent to this sub-DL is consigned into
oblivion and no message can be received from it. This sub-DL may be useful to create a BACnet device whose only
connection with the external world is a PTP one.

The Init() and Close() operations do nothing but return a successful termination code.

static CORE_STATUS Init (const DL_COMMON_CONFIG* commonConfig)
{
(void)commonConfig;
return STATUS_OK;
}

static BOOLEAN Close (void)
{
return TRUE;
}

define DL_BACNET_NULL 10

static BOOLEAN Accept (UINT protocol)
{
return (BOOLEAN)(protocol == DL_BACNET_NULL);
}

The Bind() operation is the most complex in the null-network sub-DL. It reads an address of the node from the
command line. Let’s for the sake of simplicity, suppose that the length of MAC-address is one byte, and it is stored in
pPort->szNic having the format {-|/}mac:address. Because there is no other option, the pPort->szSecondary

string is simply ignored. The maximum length of a message that may be "transferred" over a null-network is equal to
501 bytes.

#define NULL_NET_MAX_DATA_LENGTH 501

static CORE_STATUS Bind (DL_PORT* pPort)
{
int node;

if (pPort->protocol != DL_BACNET_NULL)
return STATUS_UNKNOWN_PROTOCOL;

// Extract MAC address from the sub-DL command line

if (!CmdLineGetInt(pPort->szNicId, OSA_TEXT("mac"), &node))
{
OSALogMessage(osaLogErr,
OSA_TEXT("%s: no MAC address specified",
pPort->szLabel);

return STATUS_INVALID_PARAM;
}
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else if (node < 0 || node > 255)
{
OSALogMessage(osaLogErr,
OSA_TEXT("%s: invalid MAC address 0x%X",
pPort->szLabel, node);

return STATUS_INVALID_ADDRESS;
}

// Fill <pPort> with actual values to make DL happy

pPort->llcAddress.LSAP = BACSTAC_LSAP;
pPort->llcAddress.macAddress.length = 1;
pPort->llcAddress.macAddress.address.bytes[0] = (BYTE)node;
pPort->nMaxPacketData = NULL_NET_MAX_DATA_LENGTH;

// BACnet port constructed. Report about it

OSALogMessage(osaLogInfo, OSA_TEXT("%s: node=%02X mpdu=%u up"),
pPort->szLabel, node, pPort->nMaxPacketData);

// Store MAC address in <pPort->SubDlReserved>; it will be used in
// Unbind()

pPort->SubDlReserved[0].intVal = node;

return STATUS_OK;
}

Note the OSA_TEXT macro. If your underlying platform uses, say, UNICODE, and hence the text symbols cannot
be represented by char, then OSA_TEXT will automatically convert strings into an appropriate form. In the case of a
platform-dependent implementation of sub-DL, you have no need for the OSA_TEXT macro.

Also note that pPort->szLabel field is used for logging.

No reasonable actions are required from the Unbind() operation, since a false NIC should not be turned off or switched
into passive mode.

static BOOLEAN Unbind (DL_PORT* pPort)
{
// Report about port shutdown. MAC address was stored in
// <pPort->SubDlReserved>, see Bind()

OSALogMessage(osaLogInfo, OSA_TEXT("%s: node=%02X down"),
pPort->szLabel, pPort->SubDlReserved[0].intVal);

return TRUE;
}

The SendTo() operation should silently discard all data intended for transmission. The implementation below is even
more smart than necessary. Since no devices a-priori are connected on the null-network, the unicast transmission indi-
cates an error in top layers or in BACstac configuration, and the null-network sub-DL issues an appropriate warning.
Broadcasts similar to "Who-Is" are allowed.

static CORE_STATUS SendTo (DataMsg* pDataMsg)
{
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if (DataMsgGetDataSize(pDataMsg) > NULL_NET_MAX_DATA_LENGTH)
return STATUS_CANT_SEND;

DataMsgRelease(pDataMsg, STATUS_OK);

return STATUS_OK;
}

The null-network doesn’t support connect, disconnect and any ioctl operations, so the corresponding entries in
BACSTAC_DL_EXECUTIVE are defined as NULL.

BACSTAC_DL_EXECUTIVE BACstacSubDlNull =
{
3, 0, /* Protocol 3.0 */
SUB_DL_VENDOR_ID,
OSA_TEXT("B/NULL"),
0, NULL_NET_MAX_DATA_LENGTH, 0, 0,
SUBDL_DYN_LINKAGE,
Init,
Close,
Accept,
Bind,
Unbind,
SendTo,
NULL, /* Connect */
NULL, /* Disconnect */
NULL, /* ioctlRanges */
NULL /* Ioctl */
};

To make the new sub-DL operate, you should rebuild the BACstac and set keys in the BACstac configuration file (or
Win32 Registry) to values similar to those below.

Keys and their values

Key: Nl*Port_Table*Entry1*Connected
Value: 1

Key: Nl*Port_Table*Entry1*Dnet
Value: 0x1

Key: Nl*Port_Table*Entry1*Label
Value: "NULL:22"

Key: Nl*Port_Table*Entry1*Nic
Value: "-mac:0x22"

Key: Nl*Port_Table*Entry1*Port
Value: 3

Key: Nl*Port_Table*Entry1*Protocol
Value: 10

Key: Nl*Port_Table*Entry1*Type
Value: 0
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Note that the value of Nl*Port_Table*Entry1*Protocol must coincide with the value of DL_BACNET_NULL, i.e.
10.

Porting Ethernet Sub-DL
Ethernet and ARCNET sub-DLs differ from all others in that the boundary between platform-independent and
platform-dependent parts of the sub-DL coincides with the sub-DL ⇔ DL interface (see Figure 5-2). To simplify
things, the BACstac port to a new platform requires that you re-implement your Ethernet and ARCNET sub-DLs. The
differences between Ethernet and ARCNET are minor, so you can even incorporate them in a single sub-DL. The NIC
is accessible in two different ways depending on the underlying platform: the first, with use of an OS driver or raw
sockets (such is the case of Linux and Windows NT), the second, through direct reading from and writing to the NIC
registers (such is the case of On Time’s RTKernel-32). We will consider Ethernet handling with use of raw sockets
later in this section, and the direct NIC handling -- in the Section called Porting ARCNET sub-DL using an ARCNET
example.

Suppose that an implementation of Berkeley sockets on underlying platform supports sockets of type SOCK_PACKET
that allow sending and receiving non-deformed Ethernet frames, that is, MAC-addresses, LLC headers and so forth.
To avoid complication, suppose that the sub-DL has only one NIC to handle.

Storing NIC information will require an appropriate data structure that we will call a NIC descriptor.

#define ETH_ADDR_LEN 6

typedef struct NIC // network interface descriptor
{
bool busy; // true = descriptor is in use
u_int nConfigIndex; // value for CfgReadPortXxx()
BYTE hwAddr[ETH_ADDR_LEN]; // Ethernet hardware address
int sockfd; // SOCK_PACKET socket handle
OSAThreadHandle thread; // thread listens on <sockfd>
volatile bool stop; // request to terminate <thread>
}
NIC;

static NIC nic;

The Init() operation should mark the NIC descriptor as free.

static CORE_STATUS Init (const DL_COMMON_CONFIG* commonConfig)
{
nic.busy = false;
return STATUS_OK;
}

The return of a success code is the only action the Close() operation is responsible for. A smarter implementation
might check whether the Unbind() operation has been called or not.

static BOOLEAN Close (void)
{
if (nic.busy)
OSAPanic(OSA_TEXT("EthClose"), OSA_TEXT("Close() before Unbind()"));
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return TRUE;
}

The BACstac knows the Ethernet "personally", therefore the file include\baccfg.h contains an appropriate con-
stant. The Accept() operation should use just that constant.

static BOOLEAN Accept (UINT protocol)
{
return (BOOLEAN)(protocol == DL_ETHERNET);
}

It’s up to you to choose the command line format for the Bind() operation. Let the NIC name (whose view is fully de-
termined by the underlying platform) be passed to pPort-szNic, while the pPort->szSecondary string ignored.
The maximum message length that may be transmitted in the Ethernet frame equals 1497 bytes.

#define ETH_MAX_DATA_LENGTH 1497

static CORE_STATUS Bind (DL_PORT* pPort)
{
CORE_STATUS retval;

if (pPort->protocol != DL_ETHERNET)
{
retval = STATUS_UNKNOWN_PROTOCOL;
goto end;
}

// Allocate NIC descriptor

if (nic.busy)
{
retval = STATUS_OUT_OF_RESOURCES;
goto end;
}

nic.busy = true;

// Open SOCK_PACKET socket

if ((nic.sockfd = socket(PF_INET, SOCK_PACKET, ETH_P_802_2)) < 0)
{
OSALogMessage(osaLogErr, OSA_TEXT("%s: cannot open socket"),
pPort->szLabel);

retval = STATUS_UNKNOWN_ERROR;
goto free_end;
}

// Bind newly opened socket to the network interface specified in
// the command line

if (!bind_socket_to_iface(nic.sockfd, pPort-szNic))
{
OSALogMessage(osaLogErr, OSA_TEXT("%s: cannot bind to iface ‘%s’"),
pPort->szLabel, pPort->szNic);

retval = STATUS_DRV_NOT_FOUND;
goto close_free_end;
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}

// Get hardware address (Ethernet MAC-address) of the NIC

get_ethernet_hw_address(nic.sockfd, nic.hwAddr);
pPort->llcAddress.LSAP = BACSTAC_LSAP;
pPort->llcAddress.macAddress.length = ETH_ADDR_LEN;
memcpy(pPort->llcAddress.macAddress.address.bytes, nic.hwAddr,
ETH_ADDR_LEN);

nic.nConfigIndex = pPort->nConfigIndex;
pPort->nMaxPacketData = ETH_MAX_DATA_LENGTH;

// Create thread to listen on network interface

nic.stop = false;
nic.thread = OSACreateThread(receiverThread, NULL);
if (nic.thread == OSA_INVALID_THREAD)
{
OSALogMessage(osaLogErr, OSA_TEXT("%s: cannot create thread"),
pPort->szLabel);

retval = STATUS_OUT_OF_RESOURCES;
goto close_free_end;
}

// BACnet port constructed. Report about it

OSALogMessage(osaLogInfo, OSA_TEXT("%s: ether up"), pPort->szLabel);

return STATUS_OK;

// Deinitialization on error

close_free_end:
close(nic.sockfd);
free_end:
nic.busy = false;
end:
return retval;
}

How to implement bind_socket_to_iface and get_ethernet_hw_address is fully determined by the under-
lying platform. There exist platforms that allow you not only to attach a socket to the network interface, but also to
establish filtering of frames received from the network. If your system has this feature, it would be wise to make use
of it.

As you have noticed, the Bind() operation creates a thread that will "hear" the socket and handle all incoming frames.
The way of waiting for the frame to appear and retrieve it from the socket depends on the underlying platform. It may
occur that in your specific case recvfrom or recvmsg will do, but the below example uses select combined with
read.

#define ETH_FRAME_LEN 1514
#define ETH_DATA_LEN 1500 // raw Ethernet

#define THREAD_IDLE_TIMEOUT 10 // ms
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static void receiverThread (void* arg)
{
while (!nic.stop)
{
fd_set readfds;
struct timeval tv;
BYTE buf[ETH_FRAME_LEN];
int n;

// Wait for a frame to arrive or 10 ms timeout to expire

FD_ZERO(&readfds);
FD_SET(nic.sockfd, &readfds);
tv.tv_sec = THREAD_IDLE_TIMEOUT / 1000L;
tv.tv_usec = THREAD_IDLE_TIMEOUT % 1000L * 1000L;

n = select(nic.sockfd + 1, &readfds, NULL, NULL, &tv);
if (n < 0)
OSALogMessage(osaLogErr, OSA_TEXT("select() error"));

if (n <= 0)
continue;

// Fetch frame from NIC into buffer

if ((n = read(nic.sockfd, buf, sizeof(buf))) > 0)
receive(buf, n);

else
OSALogMessage(osaLogErr, OSA_TEXT("read()=%d"), n);

}
(void)arg; // <arg> is unused
}

Note the way the receiverThread thread is terminated. The Unbind() operation sets the nic.stop flag and waits
for 1 second. If the thread is within select, then it returns from select not later than in 10 ms, finds the nic.stop
flag to have been set and terminates. The thread does not stay long within the read and receive functions, so at any
rate it terminates in 1 second.

Receiving frames can be optimized. For this you can avoid copying the frame into the intermediate buffer buf and
receive it directly to a Data Message. We will discuss the receive function later, and now continue to implement the
Ethernet sub-DL operations.

The Unbind() operation destroys the thread created by receiverThread in the above way, closes the socket, and
marks the NIC descriptor as free.

#define THREAD_EXIT_TIMEOUT 1000 // ms

static BOOLEAN Unbind (DL_PORT* pPort)
{
// Kill receiver thread

nic.stop = true;
OSAWaitForThread(nic.thread, THREAD_EXIT_TIMEOUT);
OSATerminateThread(nic.thread);
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// Close the socket

close(nic.sockfd);

// Deallocate NIC descriptor

nic.busy = false;

// Report about port shutdown

OSALogMessage(osaLogInfo, OSA_TEXT("%s: ether down"), pPort->szLabel);

return TRUE;
}

Do not hesitate to make the SendTo() operation synchronous: the implementation of Berkeley sockets on your
underlying platform will no doubt buffer outgoing packets. The way of sending a frame to the socket totally depends
on the underlying platform. You may need to use the system calls sendto or sendmsg to transmit the name of the
network interface. In the below example we suppose, however, that using write is sufficient because the socket was
already bound to the interface name by the Bind() operation.

The structure of the Ethernet frame header is the following (see Clause 7 of ASHRAE/ANSI 135-2008 standard or
later):

BYTE ether_dhost[6]; // destination ethernet address
BYTE ether_shost[6]; // source ethernet address
BYTE length_802_2[2]; // length of LLC header and data
BYTE DSAP; // \
BYTE SSAP; // > LLC header
BYTE CTL; // /
BYTE data[]; // data from PDU

The length_802_2 field stores the high byte at low address (the so-called network byte order). The values DSAP,
SSAP, and CTL should equal 0x82, 0x82, and 0x03, respectively.

#define ETH_DHOST 0
#define ETH_SHOST 6
#defien ETH_LEN_802_2 12
#define ETH_DSAP 14
#define ETH_SSAP 15
#define ETH_CTL 16
#define ETH_DATA 17
#define ETH_HDR_LEN 17
#define LLC_HDR_LEN 3

static const BYTE ethBroadcast[ETH_ADDR_LEN] =
{
0xff, 0xff, 0xff, 0xff, 0xff, 0xff
};

static CORE_STATUS SendTo (DataMsg* pDataMsg)
{
u_int dataSize;
const BYTE* dataPtr;
BYTE buf[ETH_FRAME_LEN];
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u_int len;
DL_PORT* pPort = DataMsgGetPort(pDataMsg);

// Obtain data size and a pointer to data

if ((dataSize = DataMsgGetDataSize(pDataMsg)) > ETH_MAX_DATA_LENGTH)
OSAPanic(OSA_TEXT("EthSendTo"), OSA_TEXT("dataSize=%u"), dataSize);

dataPtr = DataMsgGetDataPtr(pDataMsg);

// Fill frame buffer with destination hardware address

len = DataMsgGetMAC(pDataMsg, ETH_ADDR_LEN, buf + ETH_DHOST);
if(len == 0)
memcpy(buf + ETH_DHOST, ethBroadcast, ETH_ADDR_LEN);

// Fill frame buffer with source hardware address

memcpy(buf + ETH_SHOST, nic.hwAddr, ETH_ADDR_LEN);

// Fill frame buffer with 802.2 length

buf[ETH_LEN_802_2 + 0] = (BYTE)((dataSize + 3) / 256U);
buf[ETH_LEN_802_2 + 1] = (BYTE)((dataSize + 3) % 256U);

// Fill frame buffer with LLC header

buf[ETH_DSAP] = 0x82;
buf[ETH_SSAP] = 0x82;
buf[ETH_CTL] = 0x03;

// Copy data from Data Message to the frame buffer

memcpy(buf + ETH_DATA, dataPtr, dataSize);
len = ETH_HDR_LEN + dataSize;

// Transmit the frame buffer

if (write(nic.sockfd, buf, len) != (int)len)
{
OSALogMessage(osaLogErr, OSA_TEXT("%s: write() error"),
pPort->szLabel);

return STATUS_CANT_SEND;
}

// Deallocate Data Message and return success

DataMsgRelease(pDataMsg, STATUS_OK);
return STATUS_OK;
}

You may optimize the SendTo() operation by eliminating the intermediate buffer buf. You have at least two ways to
achieve it: the first, using the system calls writev or sendmsg if they are supported by the underlying OS, or reserving
17 bytes as the header of Data Message. In the second case, the maxHdrSize field in BACSTAC_DL_EXECUTIVE
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must be set to 17. The header shall be removed by DataMsgRemoveHeader(pMsg, size) before putting Data
Message to the receiving queue.

There is no work for the Connect(), Disconnect(), and Ioctl() operations: you may copy them from the Null sub-DL
example in the Section called Null sub-DL example All you have to do now is to implement the receive function
called from receiverThread.

The format of an Ethernet frame header has been already discussed (see comments to the SendTo() operation).
According to ANSI/ASHRAE Standard 135-2008 or later and IEEE 802.2, it is necessary to analyze the LLC header
and sometimes even send response frames. This job cannot be passed to the BACstac top layers, because it is required
only by Ethernet and ARCNET sub-DLs and is performed by the receive function in our implementation. See also
the Section called Data Message Interface.

static void receive (BYTE* buf, u_int len)
{
u_int len_802_2;
u_int dataSize;
DataMsg* pDataMsg;
u_int dataSpace;
bool broadcast;

// Assemble and test 802.2 length

if (len < ETH_HDR_LEN)
return; // too short - drop

len_802_2 = buf[ETH_LEN_802_2 + 0] * 256U + buf[ETH_LEN_802_2 + 1];
if (len_802_2 > ETH_DATA_LEN)
return; // DIX packet (not 802.2) - drop

// Calculate and test data size

dataSize = len_802_2 - LLC_HDR_LEN;
if (dataSize > len - ETH_HDR_LEN)
return; // wrong 802.2 length - drop

// Parse LLC header

switch (buf[ETH_DSAP])
{

case 0x82: // BACnet_Individual
case 0x83: // BACnet_Group
case 0xff: // Global_Group
break;

default:
return; // not BACnet - drop
}

switch (buf[ETH_CTL] & 0xef)
{

case 0x03: // UI - accept
break;

case 0xaf: // XID
if (buf[ETH_SSAP] & 0x01)
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return;
memcpy(buf + ETH_DHOST, buf + ETH_SHOST, ETH_ADDR_LEN);
memcpy(buf + ETH_SHOST, nic.hwAddr, ETH_ADDR_LEN);
buf[ETH_DSAP] = buf[ETH_SSAP];
buf[ETH_SSAP] = 0x82;
buf[ETH_DATA + 0] = 0x01;
ptr[ETH_DATA + 1] = 0x00;
write(nic.sockfd, buf, ETH_HDR_LEN + 2);
return;

case 0xe3: // TEST
if (buf[ETH_SSAP] & 0x01)
return;

memcpy(buf + ETH_DHOST, buf + ETH_SHOST, ETH_ADDR_LEN);
memcpy(buf + ETH_SHOST, nic.hwAddr, ETH_ADDR_LEN);
buf[ETH_DSAP] = buf[ETH_SSAP];
buf[ETH_SSAP] = 0x82;
write(nic.sockfd, buf, ETH_HDR_LEN);
return;

default:
return; // not BACnet - drop
}

// Frame can be accepted. Allocate Data Message

if ((pDataMsg = DataMsgAlloc(pPort,0)) == NULL)
return;

// Copy data to Data Message

if ((dataSpace = DataMsgGetDataSpace(pDataMsg)) < dataSize)
{
dataSize = dataSpace;
DataMsgSetOverflowFlag(pDataMsg);
}

DataMsgSetDataSize(pDataMsg, dataSize);
memcpy(DataMsgGetDataPtr(pDataMsg), buf + ETH_DATA, dataSize);

// Enqueue Data Message to DL receive queue

broadcast = !memcmp(buf + ETH_DHOST, ethBroadcast, ETH_ADDR_LEN);
DataMsgSetBF(pDataMsg, broadcast);
DataMsgSetMAC(pDataMsg, ETH_ADDR_LEN, buf + ETH_SHOST);
DataMsgPutToQueue(pDataMsg);
}

You may need to analyze the source hardware address to discard frames sent by your or other applications running
in the same PC (raw sockets on some underlying platforms are used to receive all packets from no matter what
applications). In that case, check the packet

if (memcmp(buf + ETH_SHOST, nic.hwAddr, ETH_ADDR_LEN) == 0)
return; // sent by myself or neighbor - drop
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before calling the receive function. That check is absolutely secure, and you may immediately insert it into your
code to no longer worry about the inner details of your underlying platform.

Porting B/IP (Addendum A) Sub-DL
The platform-dependent parts (see Figure 5-2) of B/IP sub-DL represent in effect variations of the Berkeley sockets
API. You should have a TCP/IP protocol suite with Berkeley sockets API in your underlying platform, otherwise you
will have to choose another OS. If you are not an experienced Berkeley sockets API programmer, we recommend
that you read the book "UNIX Network Programming" (by Richard Stevens, Prentice-Hall, 1990; there are also more
recent editions), in particular the "Berkeley Sockets" chapter. The word "UNIX" should not confuse you: this chapter
actually covers Berkeley Sockets and lets you gain an insight into not only "how it must look", but also "why it looks
like that and not otherwise3. Note also that the BACstac is intended for 32-bit IP addresses (IPv4 standard) and cannot
handle 128-bit IP addresses (IPv6 standard) yet.

In order to make B/IP sub-DL operate on your platform, you should first define the types Socket and SocketSet in the
file of platform-dependent definitions sysinc.h. In the simplest case you may do it as follows:

#include <sys/select.h>
typedef int Socket;
typedef fd_set SocketSet;

The file sysinc.h should also include the system files defining the INADDR_ANY and AF_INET constants and sock-
addr_in and in_addr structures. Further, your platform must include functions for number format conversion from
host byte order into network byte order and vice versa. We mean the functions

unsigned long int htonl(
unsigned long int hostlong);

unsigned short int htons(
unsigned short int hostshort);

unsigned long int ntohl(
unsigned long int netlong);

unsigned short int ntohs(
unsigned short int netshort);

If these functions are absent, implement them. Notice that on the i80x86 the host byte order is Least Significant Byte
first, whereas the network byte order, as used on the Internet, is Most Significant Byte first. At any rate, the prototypes
of all the above functions should be included in sysinc.h.

We now implement an interface for Berkeley sockets, i.e. a collection of functions whose prototypes are included in
dl\common\dlsock.h. A detailed description of each of these functions is given below:
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CORE_STATUS InitSocketAPI(void);

BOOLEAN CloseSocketAPI(void);

These functions serve to initialize and deinitialize Berkeley socket API. Both of them can be called more than once
from multiple threads.

In Win32, these functions are aliases for the corresponding WinSock functions. They are meaningless under UNIX.

CORE_STATUS OpenSocket(
const struct sockaddr_in* pSockAddr,
UINT cfgIndex,
Socket* phSocket,
struct in_addr* subnetMask,
struct sockaddr_in* bcastAddr);

OpenSocket creates a UDP socket and binds it to the IP address and port specified by pSockAddr. Returns a socket
descriptor in phSocket, subnet mask in subnetMask and broadcast IP address in broadcastAddr. Socket is opened
in blocking mode with broadcast sending enabled. The function is never called concurrently from multiple threads.

The OpenSocket function is used only in B/IP sub-DLs. You cannot ask some underlying platforms to provide you
with the subnet mask and broadcast address, so you have to define them explicitly in the BACstac configuration file
(or Win32 Registry). The cfgIndex argument carries the pPort->nConfigIndex value returned by the Bind()

operation thus enabling configuration reading; see the Section called Sub-DL operations for more detail.

CORE_STATUS RecvFromSocket(
Socket hSocket,
void* buf,
UINT* len,
struct sockaddr_in* pSrcAddr,
BOOLEAN* overflowFlag);

This function performs almost the same actions as the recvfrom system call of Berkeley sockets does.
RecvFromSocket is used to receive messages from UDP socket. The source address of the message is placed in
pSrcAddr, while the message itself is placed in buf. If no messages are available at the socket, the RecvFromSocket
call is delayed until a message arrives. The SelectSocket (see below) call may be used to determine the time of the
next data arrival.

Note that the len argument is a value-result: at the entry it contains the buf size, on return -- the actual buf datagram
length. If the datagram length exceeds the buf size, it is still read, but the excess is truncated and overflowFlag is
set. Otherwise overflowFlag is cleared.

int SelectSocket(
SocketSet* readSet,
SocketSet* writeSet,
OSAInterval timeout);
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This function performs almost the same actions as the select system call of Berkeley sockets does. SelectSocket
waits for a number of sockets to change status. Two independent sets of sockets are watched. Those listed in readSet
will be watched to see if bytes become available for reading, those in writeSet will be watched to see if it is ok to
immediately write on them. On return, the sets are modified in place to indicate which sockets actually changed status.
The timeout argument defines the wait duration in milliseconds; it may equal OSA_INFINITE to wait forever.

The function returns on success the number of descriptors contained in the descriptor sets (which may be zero if the
timeout expires before any change occurs). On error -1 is returned. readSet and writeSet are undefined if the
function fails (returns -1).

Note that the actual implementation of SelectSocket may return before timeout expires if a signal is received.
Both readSet and writeSet will be empty in such case.

Note also that, unlike traditional select() function, there is no n argument (the highest-numbered descriptor in any
of the two sets, plus 1) in SelectSocket; if this number is required by the underlying platform, it may be included
in the SocketSet structure.

CORE_STATUS SendToSocket(
Socket hSocket,,
const void* buf,
UINT len,
const struct sockaddr_in* pDestAddr);

This function performs almost the same actions as the sendto system call of Berkeley sockets. SendToSocket is
used to transmit a message to another socket. The destination address is given by pDestAddr, the message length by
len. If a message is too long to pass atomically through the underlying protocol, an error status is returned and the
message is not transmitted. No indication of failure to deliver is implicit in SendToSocket. Locally detected errors
are indicated by a return error status. If no space is available in the socket for a message to be transmitted, then the
routine blocks. You may use SelectSocket to determine the time for sending the next data.

BOOLEAN CloseSocket(
Socket hSocket);

This function performs exactly the same actions as the close system call of Berkeley sockets. CloseSocket closes
a socket handle so that it will no longer refer to any socket and may be reused.

void ClrSocket(
Socket hSocket,
SocketSet *set);

int IsSocketSet(
Socket hSocket,
SocketSet *set);
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void SetSocket(
Socket hSocket,
SocketSet *set);

void ZeroSocketSet(
SocketSet *set);

These functions manipulate socket sets in nearly the same manner as FD_SET, FD_ISSET, and FD_ZERO

do. ZeroSocketSet clears a set. SetSocket and ClrSocket add/remove a socket handle to/from the set.
IsSocketSet checks if a handle is included in the set; this is useful after the SelectSocket return.

void InetAddrToStr(
struct in_addr* ipAddr,
OSAChar* str,
u_int n);

This function performs almost the same actions as inet_ntoa in 4.3BSD does. It converts the Internet host address
given in network byte order to a string in standard number-and-dots notation. The string is pointed to by str and at
least n characters are reserved in it.

Note: The Linux (and perhaps NT) implementation of inet_ntoa is not multithread safe because the string is
returned in a statically allocated buffer, so inet_ntop should be used instead.

bool InetStrToAddr(
const OSAChar* str,
struct in_addr* ipAddr);

This function performs the same actions as inet_aton in 4.3BSD does. InetStrToAddr converts the Internet host
address (IP address or network mask) str from the standard numbers-and-dots notation into binary format and stores
it in the structure pointed to by ipAddr. InetStrToAddr returns TRUE if the address is valid, FALSE if not.

Note: If OSAChar is the same as char (on Linux, for example), it is possible to #define InetStrToAddr as
inet_aton.

bool InetGetHostName(
OSAChar* hostName,
u_int n);
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This function performs the same actions as gethostname system call in 4.2BSD and ISO/IEC does9945-1:1990. It is
used to access the host name of the current processor. The name is stored in the string pointed to by hostName which
is at least n characters long. On success, TRUE is returned. Otherwise the return value is FALSE.

Note: If OSAChar is the same as char (on Linux for example), it is possible to #define InetGetHostName as
gethostname.

const struct in_addr* const* InetGetAddrByName(
const OSAChar* host);

void InetEndAddr(
const struct in_addr* const* hostAddr);

InetGetAddrByName performs nearly the same as gethostbyname in 4.3BSD does. If host represents IP address
in number-and-dot notation, converts it to a binary form in the network byte order. Otherwise, consults DNS server
(or etc\hosts, or NIS server, or windows\system\hosts or whatever) to resolve the host name host.

On success, returns a pointer to a NULL-terminated array of pointers to in_addr structures containing all IP addresses
associated to host. This pointer MUST be invalidated by a call to InetEndAddr when it is no longer needed. On any
error, NULL is returned.

Note: Currently, both functions are called only from Bind() sub-DL operations. Their implementation may be not
multithread safe because BACstac never calls Bind() concurrently even for different sub-DLs. In other words,
InetGetAddrByName may return a pointer to a static array as gethostbyname does.

InetEndAddr invalidates the pointer returned by InetGetAddrByName. It is intended to free allocated memory
which may be required for completely multithread safe implementation of InetGetAddrByName.

Porting PTP Sub-DL
The platform-dependent part (see Figure 5-2) of a PTP sub-DL (COMM module) is a set of operations handling
the RS-232 (EIA-423)communication port and an optional modem connected to that port. This set of functions in-
cludes: CommCreatePort and CommDeletePort; CommDialOut and CommHangUp; CommRead, CommWrite and
CommDrain. Prior to describing the specific functions in detail, the interactions between them will be explained.

The PTP sub-DL may run either via dial-up (modem) link or via null-modem or leased (permanent) line. It should
be pointed out that the platform-independent part (see Figure 5-2) of the PTP sub-DL is unaware of the data link
type used, and behaves exactly the same way for both; the differences between dial-up and null-modem links should
be hidden inside the implementation of the platform-dependent part of the PTP sub-DL. If your PTP is designed to
use only one of these data link types, you may skip the support of the other. If both data link types are supported,
the choice may be made through the use of the keyword "modem" in the key Nl*Port_Table*Entry#*Nic or
Nl*Port_Table*Entry#*Secondary_Info of the BACstac configuration file (Win32 Registry). The values of
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the configuration parameters are passed as arguments to the CommCreatePort, CommDialOut and CommHangUp

functions; see also the Bind() operation in the Section called Sub-DL operations.

Consider how the platform-dependent part of a PTP sub-DL operates in the null-modem mode (via permanent link).
This is shown as a block diagram in Figure 5-5.

Figure 5-5. PTP Sub-DL Operation in the “Null-modem” Mode

After CommCreatePort has been successfully executed, the communication port passes to the state of established
connection. In that state, the CommRead function either returns a received character or terminates on timeout, while the
CommWrite and CommDrain functions transmit characters. The CommDialOut and CommHangUp perform no actions
and always execute successfully in the null-modem mode.

Consider now how the platform-dependent part of a PTP sub-DL operates in the dial-up mode (via modem link). This
is shown as a block diagram in Figure 5-6.

Figure 5-6. PTP Sub-DL Operation in the “Dial-up” Mode

After CommCreatePort has been successfully executed, the communication port passes to the state of waiting for
modem connection ("waiting for CONNECT" in Figure 5-6). In that state, the CommRead function delays for the
specified timeout and always returns COMM_TIMEOUT, while the CommWrite and CommDrain functions do not send
characters to the modem and always return FALSE. Meanwhile, the modem waits for incoming calls and, in the event
a call comes in, answers it and establishes connection. The platform-independent part of the PTP sub-DL may also
call the CommDialOut function that requires the modem to dial a number and establish connection.

After the modem connection has been established, the communication port passes to the "CONNECT" state (see
Figure 5-6). In that state, the CommRead function either returns a character received from the modem, or terminates
on timeout, while CommWrite and CommDrain transmit characters to the modem. To disconnect the modem, the
platform-independent part of the PTP sub-DL calls the CommHangUp function that requires the modem to hang up.
If the modem is disconnected for some other reason (say, the remote modem hung up), then the inactive line (the
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heartbeat absence, see Clause 10 of ANSI/ASHRAE Standard 135-2008 or later) will indicate it to the PTP sub-DL,
and the latter will still call CommHangUp. The CommHangUp function is called even if CommDialOut terminates with
an error. In any case, the communication port returns to the state of waiting for a modem connection.

To port the PTP sub-DL to your platform, you should first define the HCOMMPORT type and the constant INVALID_-
HCOMMPORT in the file of platform-dependent definitions, sysinc.h. In the simplest case you may do it as follows:

typedef struct CommPort* HCOMMPORT;
#define INVALID_HCOMMPORT NULL

Now, you have to implement an interface to the RS-232 communication port, that is, all those functions whose proto-
types are included in dl\ptp\comm.h. You will find below a detailed description of each of these functions.

BOOLEAN CommInit(void);

void CommClose(void);

Initialize and clean up the entire COMM module. These functions should carry out tasks required for all individual
communication ports to operate. Every communication port to be used will be initialized/cleaned up separately (as
described below).

Both functions may be called more than once from multiple threads, so care must be taken to actually perform initial-
ization/cleanup only once. They may do nothing on a particular platform.

HCOMMPORT CommCreatePort(
const OSAChar* portName,
const OSAChar* portSecondary);

This function is called from within the Bind() operation of the PTP sub-DL (see the Section called Sub-DL operations
for more detail) in order to initialize a particular communication port. The function is never called from two or more
threads simultaneously, even for different ports.

The passed arguments portName and portSecondary are to be taken from the keys Nl*Port_Table*Entry#*Nic
and Nl*Port_Table*Entry#*Secondary_Info, respectively, of the BACstac configuration file. The format and
contents of these parameters are completely platform specific. Typically, the dial-up mode will be enabled by a key-
word like "modem" in one of those configuration strings.

CommCreatePort opens a communication port, sets port attributes (such as baud rate, flow control and so forth;
support for 8 data bits in addition to a parity bit are mandatory), tells the modem to wait for an incoming call if
required, and returns a port handle. On error, INVALID_HCOMMPORT is returned.

For every communication port to be used, CommCreatePort is called exactly once after CommInit has been called
and before any other COMM module calls for the same port. If the implementation needs to create its private port
context and associate it with the HCOMMPORT handle returned, it should do it here.

void CommDeletePort(
HCOMMPORT hPort);
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This function is called from within the Unbind() operation of the PTP sub-DL (see the Section called Sub-DL opera-
tions for more detail). It closes communication port and invalidates the port handle. This function is never called from
two or more threads simultaneously, even for different ports.

This entry point is the last called for that particular port before the CommClose call. Any private resources initialized
during the CommCreatePort call should be cleaned up at this point.

BOOLEAN CommDialOut(
HCOMMPORT hPort,
const OSAChar* portName,
const OSAChar* portSecondary,
OSA_INTERVAL timeout);

This function establishes a physical connection for the PTP sub-DL. It returns TRUE on success; if the modem con-
nection is not established within timeout milliseconds, FALSE is returned.

The function may be called simultaneously from several threads for different ports but is never called simultaneously
from two or more threads for the same port. It may be also called concurrently with CommRead, CommWrite and/or
CommIoctl for the same port, but is never called concurrently with CommHangUp or CommDeletePort for the same
port.

If the communication port operates in the null-modem mode, it does nothing but returns TRUE. Note that the PTP
sub-DL is unaware of dial-up or null-modem mode and calls CommDialOut for both.

If the communication port operates in the dial-up mode, to establish the physical connection, this function produces
an outgoing phone call. The phone number to be dialed, as well as other dialing parameters (such as the number of
retries, delay between dialing attempts, and the like) will be typically included in the portName or portSecondary
configuration strings. These strings are exactly the same as those passed to CommCreatePort.

void CommHangUp(
HCOMMPORT hPort,
const OSAChar*portName,
const OSAChar*portSecondary);

This function breaks a physical connection. It may be called simultaneously from several threads for different ports
but is never called simultaneously from two or more threads for the same port. It may be also called concurrently with
CommRead, CommWrite and/or CommIoctl for the same port but is never called concurrently with CommDialOut or
CommDeletePort for the same port.

If the communication port operates in the null-modem mode, this function does nothing. Note that the PTP sub-DL is
unaware of dial-up or null-modem mode and calls CommHangUp for both, even if an error occurs on the communication
port or CommDialOut fails.

If the communication port operates in the dial-up mode, CommHangUp commands the modem to hang up (if it is off-
hook) and then sets it up to wait for an incoming call. portName or portSecondary strings may contain a modem
hang-up script or other useful settings. These strings are exactly the same as those passed to CommCreatePort and
CommDialOut.

COMM_STATUS CommRead(
HCOMMPORT hPort,
BYTE* cDataRegister,
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OSA_INTERVAL timeout);

This function gets the next character from the specified communication port. If no characters are immediately avail-
able, the function blocks the calling thread. The timeout argument limits the waiting time: if it exceeds timeout
milliseconds, CommRead returns COMM_TIMEOUT. It is important to efficiently wait timeout milliseconds even in the
case of dial-up mode with no physical connection established. Otherwise, the calling thread will become compute
bound. Returns COMM_OK on success (input character placed at address cDataRegister), COMM_READ_ERROR on
error. If an error or timeout is reported, the contents of cDataRegister is unspecified.

To reduce the system call overhead, an actual implementation of CommRead may support buffered input or other tricks.

The function may be called simultaneously from several threads for different ports, but it is never called simultaneously
from two or more threads for the same port. It may also be called concurrently with CommDialOut, CommHangUp,
CommIoctl, CommWrite or CommDrain for the same port, but it is never called concurrently with CommDeletePort.

BOOLEAN CommWrite(
HCOMMPORT hPort,
BYTE b);

This function puts a character to the specified communication port. If the character cannot be sent immediately, the
function blocks the calling thread. The waiting time is limited to some reasonable platform-dependent timeout: if it
exceeds that timeout, CommWrite returns FALSE. Returns TRUE on success (output character is queued successfully
but may not be actually transmitted yet), FALSE on error.

An actual implementation of CommWrite may support buffered output or other tricks to reduce the system call over-
head and to make modem-to-modem communication more efficient (it is highly inefficient to send individual bytes
over a modem link).

The function may be called simultaneously from several threads for different ports, but it is never called simultaneously
from two or more threads for the same port. It may be also called concurrently with CommDialOut, CommHangUp,
CommIoctl or CommRead for the same port, but it is never called concurrently with CommDrain or CommDeletePort.

BOOLEAN CommDrain(
HCOMMPORT hPort);

This function is intended to allow CommWrite to support buffered output. CommDrain writes all buffered characters
to the device (UART or modem). If the device cannot accept all characters immediately, the function blocks the calling
thread until the entire buffer is sent. The total duration of the call is limited to some reasonable platform-dependent
timeout: if the duration exceeds that timeout, CommDrain returns FALSE. Returns TRUE on success (there are no more
characters in the buffer to be written to the device), FALSE on error.

It is the PTP sub-DL’s responsibility to call CommDrain at appropriate points.

The function may be called simultaneously from several threads for different ports, but it is never called simultaneously
from two or more threads for the same port. It may be also called concurrently with CommDialOut, CommHangUp,
CommIoctl or CommRead for the same port, but it is never called concurrently with CommWrite or CommDeletePort.
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Porting ARCNET sub-DL
The BACstac port to a new ARCNET platform requires, as in the case of Ethernet, the sub-DL to be re-implemented.
An Ethernet example of sub-DL operation via raw sockets is considered in the Section called Porting Ethernet Sub-DL;
we consider now an ARCNET sub-DL interacting with a NIC directly.

If you have not at least a general knowledge of how the ARCNET operates, please read ANSI/ATA 878.1 and Clause
8 of ASHRAE/ANSI Standard 135-2008 or later. It is also helpful to study all documentation for your NIC and its
ARCNET chip.

Suppose that the ARCNET chip has a built-in buffer for receiving and another one for transmitting long frames (512
bytes), while the length of transmitted frame is taken from its header. Suppose further that the NIC generates an
interrupt request after the transmit buffer has been flushed or the receive buffer has been filled in. The RBF (Receive
Buffer Full) and TBE (Transmit Buffer Empty) flags in the NIC state register show the state of the corresponding
buffers and represent in the same time interrupt requests. The NIC interrupt requests may be masked out by clearing
the RI and TI flags in the mask register. The RBF and TBE flags are automatically cleared when receiving in the
receive buffer is allowed or transmitting from the transmit buffer is initiated. We assume that you are able to do the
following manipulations with your NIC:

bool read_status_reg(
WORD baseport);

void read_mask_reg(
WORD baseport);

void write_mask_reg(
WORD baseport,
BYTE value);

void enable_receive_clear_RBF(
WORD baseport);

void start_transmit_clear_TBE(
WORD baseport);

The baseport argument is the base address of NIC in the input-output space. In reality, the input-output space may
be mapped to input-output ports, to the memory, or have a more complicated structure. That fully depends on the
underlying platform. The baseport type may also differ from WORD. The sub-DL implementation also requires
access functions for receive and transmit buffers:

void memcpy_from_rx(
WORD baseport,
u_int offset,
BYTE* ptr,
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u_int count);

void memcpy_to_tx(
WORD baseport,
u_int offset,
const BYTE* ptr,
u_int count);

It is very feasible that the receive and transmit buffers in the ARCNET NIC have a "memory hole" inside (first a
header of 3 or 4 bytes comes, follows then an insignificant window, last data come). The exact buffer structure is out
of our scope, and we assume bytes to be located in the buffers in the same order as they travel over cable inside the
frame. Some NIC allow the Node Address to be set by software means; here we assume, however, that it is set by
hardware means and can be read by the function

BYTE read_node_address(
WORD baseport);

To service interrupts, we also need the following functions:

void (*set_irq_handler(u_int irq, void (*handler)(void)))(void);
void disabe_interrupts (void);
void enable_interrupts (void);

For the sake of simplicity, we do not consider complicated situations when a single IRQ line is shared by several NICs
or an interrupt system with several priority levels. We also assume that the number of NICs that the sub-DL must be
able to serve does not exceed one.

The next step seems to be the most responsible. You have to study the documentation on the underlying OS and
understand how to implement a semaphore that you may open from within an interrupt handler. Suppose you have
solved that problem and know how to implement the functions

SmartSemaphore create_smart_semaphore(void);

void wait_for_smart_semaphore(
SmartSemaphore sem);

void release_smart_semaphore(
SmartSemaphore sem);

void delete_smart_semaphore(
SmartSemaphore sem);
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You need an appropriate data structure to store information on NIC; we will call it NIC descriptor:

typedef struct NIC // network interface descriptor
{
bool busy; // true = descriptor is in use
u_int nConfigIndex; // value for CfgReadPortXxx()
WORD baseport; // NIC base IO port
u_int irq; // IRQ number generated by NIC
void (*orig)(void); // original IRQ handler
BYTE nodeAddr; // ARCNET hardware address
Queue txQueue; // transmit queue
OSAThreadHandle thread; // thread that serves NIC
SmartSemaphore sem; // <thread> waits for this semaphore
volatile bool stop; // request to terminate <thread>
}
NIC;

static NIC nic;

You may implement a queue of type Queue in any way you like. You may use, if you want to, the ready BACstac tools
from (see include\bacutil.h in the Section called Support functions). It is important that the following methods
do work:

void init_queue(
Queue* q,
u_int len);

void enqueue_pdu(
Queue* q,
DataMsg* pDataMsg);

DataMsg* dequeue_pdu(
Queue* q);

void destroy_queue(
Queue* q);

If the queue is void, the dequeue_pdu function must return NULL. The memeber functions enqueue_pdu and
dequeue_pdu should be atomic because storing/retrieving into/from the queue will be performed from concurrent
threads.

You should begin with implementing an interrupt handler function and a transceiverThread thread that are, first,
closely related to one another and, second, do almost all the job in your sub-DL.

static void irqHandler (void)
{
BYTE status = read_status_reg(nic.baseport);
if (status & RBF)
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{
BYTE mask = read_mask_reg(nic.baseport);
write_mask_reg(nic.naseport, mask & ~RI);
release_smart_semaphore(nic.sem);
}

if (status & TBE)
{
BYTE mask = read_mask_reg(nic.baseport);
write_mask_reg(nic.naseport, mask & ~TI);
release_smart_semaphore(nic.sem);
}

}

It is assumed that during the irqHandler operation the interrupts from NIC are disabled on CPU interrupt level;
otherwise the mask register is not in security. It is possible that your underlying platform requires the interrupt handlers
to pronounce some magic words like enq_irq or to have some special attributes; you should solve that problem on
your own.

As you can see, irqHandler is almost idle. It masks out interrupt requests, disabling the useless repeated ones, and
opens the semaphore, thus waking up transceiverThread.

static void transceiverThread (void* arg)
{
// Unmask receive interrupt and enable receiver

disable_interrupts();
enable_receive_clear_RBF(nic.baseport);
write_mask_reg(nic.baseport, RI);
enable_interrupts();

// Do forever...

while (1)
{
BYTE status;
DataMsg* pDataMsg;

// Wait for an event signaled by smart semaphore. It may be
// one of the following: RX interrupt, TX interrupt, new element
// in the transmit queue, or terminate request

wait_for_smart_semaphore(nic.sem);

// What did happen?

if (nic.stop)
break;

status = read_status_reg(nic.baseport);

// If there is a frame in the receive buffer, process it,
// then enable receiver again

if (status & RBF)
{
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BYTE mask;
receive();
disable_interrupts();
enable_receive_clear_RBF(nic.baseport);
mask = read_mask_reg(nic.baseport);
write_mask_reg(nic.baseport, mask | RI);
enable_interrupts();
contunue;
}

// If there is Data Message in the transmit queue, copy its
// contents to the transmit buffer and initiate transmitting

if ((status & TBE)
&& (pDataMsg = dequeue_pdu(&nic.txQueue)) != NULL)
{
BYTE mask;
transmit(pDataMsg);
disable_interrupts();
start_transmit_clear_TBE(nic.baseport);
mask = read_mask_reg(nic.baseport);
write_mask_reg(nic.baseport, mask | TI);
enable_interrupts();
}

}

// Mask both receive and transmit interrupts; disable receiver
// and transmitter if required

disable_interrupts();
write_mask_reg(nic.baseport, 0);
...
enable_interrupts();

(void)arg; // <arg> is unused
}

It is very important that the permission for receiving or transmitting and the mask register modification be atomic oper-
ations. For that, all interrupts are inhibited over the time of NIC register manipulations. The receive and transmit

functions cannot be called while interrupts are inhibited since they use mutexes indirectly.

We consider the receive and transmit implementation later, and now proceed to ARCNET sub-DL operations.
You may take the Init() and Close() operations from the example in the Section called Porting Ethernet Sub-DL, and
the Connect(), Disconnect(), and Ioctl() operations from the Null sub-DL example in the Section called Null sub-DL
example.

Now the Accept() implementation must present no difficulties for you:

static BOOLEAN Accept (UINT protocol)
{
return (BOOLEAN)(protocol == DL_ARCNET);
}

The structure of the short (up to 256 bytes) ARCNET frame is the following (see ANSI 878.1 and Clause 8 of
ASHRAE/ANSI 135-2008 or later):
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BYTE arc_sid; // source node address
BYTE arc_did; // destination node address
BYTE arc_il; // information length
BYTE SC; // system code
BYTE DSAP; // \
BYTE SSAP; // > LLC header
BYTE CTL; // /
BYTE data[]; // data, 0-249 bytes

The long ARCNET frame (up to 512 bytes) looks as follows:

BYTE arc_sid; // source node address
BYTE arc_did; // destination node address
BYTE arc_il[2]; // information length
BYTE SC; // system code
BYTE DSAP; // \
BYTE SSAP; // > LLC header
BYTE CTL; // /
BYTE data[]; // data, 250-501 bytes
BYTE pad[3]; // 3 pad characters

The values of SC, DSAP, SSAP, and CTL should equal 0xCD, 0x0x82, 0x82, and 0x03, respectively.

#define ARC_SID 0
#define ARC_DID 1
#define ARC_IL 2
#define ARC_SHRT_SC 3
#define ARC_SHRT_DSAP 4
#define ARC_SHRT_SSAP 5
#define ARC_SHRT_CTL 6
#define ARC_SHRT_DATA 7
#define ARC_LONG_SC 4
#define ARC_LONG_DSAP 5
#define ARC_LONG_SSAP 6
#define ARC_LONG_CTL 7
#define ARC_LONG_DATA 8
#define ARC_LLC_LEN 4 // SC + DSAP + SSAP + CTL
#define ARC_HDR_LEN 8 // SID + DID +IL[2] + LLC

For the Bind() operation, we suggest the following "command line" pPort-szNic format:

{-|/}baseport:port {-|/}irq:irq

The pPort->szSecondary string is ignored. The maximum size of a message that can be transmitted in the ARC-
NET frame equals 501 bytes.

#define ARC_MAX_DATA_LEN256 249
#define ARC_MAX_DATA_LENGTH 501

static CORE_STATUS Bind (DL_PORT* pPort)
{
CORE_STATUS retval;
int baseport;
int irq;

if (pPort->protocol != DL_ARCNET)
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{
retval = STATUS_UNKNOWN_PROTOCOL;
goto end;
}

// Allocate NIC descriptor

if (nic.busy)
{
retval = STATUS_OUT_OF_RESOURCES;
goto end;
}

nic.busy = true;

// Extract base port and IRQ number from the sub-DL command line

if (CmdLineGetInt(pPort->szNicId, OSA_TEXT("baseport"), &baseport))
{
OSALogMessage(osaLogErr, OSA_TEXT("%s: no base port specified"),
pPort->szLabel);

return STATUS_INVALID_PARAM;
}

nic.baseport = baseport;

if (CmdLineGetInt(pPort->szNicId, OSA_TEXT("irq"), &irq))
{
OSALogMessage(osaLogErr, OSA_TEXT("%s: no IRQ number specified"),
pPort->szLabel);

return STATUS_INVALID_PARAM;
}

nic.irq = irq;

// Create smart semaphore

if ((nic.sem = create_smart_semaphore()) == INVALID_SMART_SEMAPHORE)
{
OSALogMessage(osaLogErr, OSA_TEXT("%s: can’t create sem"),
pPort->szLabel);

retval = STATUS_UNKNOWN_ERROR;
goto free_end;
}

// Save original IRQ handler and set up our own handler

nic.orig = set_irq_handler(nic.irq, irqHandler);

// Initialize transmit queue. Recommended length is used

init_queue(&nic.txQueue, pPort->nXmtQueueLength);

// Initialize NIC if required

...

// Get hardware address (ARCNET node address) of the NIC
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nic.nodeAddr = read_node_address(nic.baseport);
pPort->llcAddress.LSAP = BACSTAC_LSAP;
pPort->llcAddress.macAddress.length = 1;
pPort->llcAddress.macAddress.address.bytes[0] = nic.nodeAddr;

// Fill the rest fields in the NIC descriptor and in <pPort>
// structure

nic.nConfigIndex = pPort->nConfigIndex;
pPort->nMaxPacketData = ARC_MAX_DATA_LENGTH;

// Create thread to receive and transmit frames via NIC

nic.stop = false;
nic.thread = OSACreateThread(transceiverThread, NULL);
if (nic.thread == OSA_INVALID_THREAD)
{
OSALogMessage(osaLogErr, OSA_TEXT("%s: can’t create thread"),
pPort->szLabel);

retval = STATUS_OUT_OF_RESOURCES;
goto restore_free_end;
}

// BACnet port constructed. Report about it

OSALogMessage(osaLogInfo, OSA_TEXT("%s: arcnet %02X up"),
pPort->szLabel, nic.nodeAddr);

return STATUS_OK;

// Deinitialization on error

restore_free_end:
destroy_queue(&nic.txQueue);
set_irq_handler(nic.orig);
delete_smart_semaphore(nic.sem);
free_end:
nic.busy = false;
end:
return retval;
}

The Unbind() operation destroys transceiverThread, restores the original IRQ handler, and frees all resources. To
destroy the thread, it sets the nic.stop flag and opens the nic.sem semaphore. As a result, there occurs a return
from the wait_for_smart_semaphore function within the thread, the thread analyzes the flag and terminates.

#define THREAD_EXIT_TIMEOUT 1000 // ms

static BOOLEAN Unbind (DL_PORT* pPort)
{
DataMsg* pDataMsg;

// Kill receiver thread
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nic.stop = true;
release_smart_semaphore(nic.sem);
OSAWaitForThread(nic.thread, THREAD_EXIT_TIMEOUT);
OSATerminateThread(nic.thread);

// Destroy transmit queue

while ((pDataMsg = dequeue_pdu(&nic.txQueue)) != NULL)
{
DataMsgRelease(pDataMsg, STATUS_ABORTED);
}

destroy_queue(&nic.txQueue);

// Shutdown NIC if required

...

// Restore IRQ handler and destroy smart semaphore

set_irq_handler(nic.orig);
delete_smart_semaphore(nic.sem);

// Deallocate NIC descriptor

nic.busy = false;

// Report about port shutdown

OSALogMessage(osaLogInfo, OSA_TEXT("%s: arcnet down"), pPort->szLabel);

return TRUE;
}

The SendTo() operation in ARCNET sub-DL is asynchronous. It forms the frame header and pput Data Message to
the transmit queue nic.txQueue. As to the transmission itself, it is initiated from within transceiverThread. The
maximum required space for the header should be set into the maxHdrSize field of BACSTAC_DL_EXECUTIVE.
This allows to use DataMsgAddHeader to avoid copying data in an intermediate buffer to add the header to them.

#define ARC_BROADCAST 0x00
#define ARC_SC_BACNET 0xCD // BACnet over ARCNET System Code

static CORE_STATUS SendTo (DL_DATA_MSG* pDataMsg)
{
DL_PORT* pPort = DataMsgGetPort(pMsg);
u_int dataSize;
u_int headerLen;
u_int padLen;
BYTE* ptr;
UINT macLength;

// Obtain data size and calculate frame header length and pad
// lengths

if ((dataSize = DataMsgGetDataSize(pDataMsg)) <= ARC_MAX_DATA_LEN256)
{
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headerLen = ARC_SHRT_DATA;
padLen = 0;
}

else if (dataSize <= ARC_MAX_DATA_LENGTH)
{
headerLen = ARC_LONG_DATA;
padLen = 3;
}

else
OSAPanic(OSA_TEXT("EthSendTo"), OSA_TEXT("dataSize=%u"), dataSize);

// Move data pointer in Data Message to fit frame header

if ((ptr = DataMsgAddHeader(pDataMsg, headerLen)) == NULL)
OSAPanic(OSA_TEXT("EthSendTo"), OSA_TEXT("can’t fit header"));

// Fill frame buffer with source node address (maybe your NIC can
// fill this field automatically)

ptr[ARC_SID] = nic.nodeAddr;

// Fill frame buffer with destination node address

macLength = DataMsgGetMAC(pDataMsg, 1, &header[ARC_DID]);
if (macLength == 0)
header[ARC_DID] = ARC_BROADCAST;

else if (macLength != 1)
return STATUS_INVALID_ADDRESS;

// Fill frame buffer with information length, ARCNET system code, and
// LLC header

if (headerLen == ARC_SHRT_DATA)
{
ptr[ARC_IL] = 256U - (ARC_LLC_LEN + dataSize);
ptr[ARC_SHRT_SC] = ARC_SC_BACNET;
ptr[ARC_SHRT_DSAP] = 0x82;
ptr[ARC_SHRT_SSAP] = 0x82;
ptr[ARC_SHRT_CTL] = 0x03;
}

else
{
ptr[ARC_IL + 0] = 0;
ptr[ARC_IL + 1] = 512U - (ARC_LLC_LEN + dataSize + padLen);
ptr[ARC_LONG_SC] = ARC_SC_BACNET;
ptr[ARC_LONG_DSAP] = 0x82;
ptr[ARC_LONG_SSAP] = 0x82;
ptr[ARC_LONG_CTL] = 0x03;
}

// Enqueue Data Message to the transmit queue and wakeup
// <transceiverThread> thread

enqueue_pdu(nic.txQueue, pDataMsg);
release_smart_semaphore(nic.sem);
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// Return successfully

return STATUS_OK;
}

The only job the transmit function is responsible for consists in copying the contens of a Data Message into the
NIC transmit buffer, since the frame header is formed in the SendTo() operation and the transmission is initiated in
transceiverThread. You could have noticed that 3 pad bytes, if present, are counted in the length field in frame
header, and not counted in the data size in the Data Message. This is done intentionally, because the number of pad
bytes needs not to be copied to the NIC transmit buffer, but does need to be transmitted.

void transmit (DataMsg* pDataMsg)
{
u_int dataSize = DataMsgGetDataSize(pDataMsg);
BYTE* dataPtr = DataMsgGetDataPtr(pDataMsg);
memcpy_to_tx(nic.baseport, 0, dataPtr, dataSize);
DataMsgRelease(pDataMsg, STATUS_OK);
}

According to ANSI/ASHRAE Standard 135-2008 or later, an ARCNET sub-DL should analyze the LLC header and
in some cases even send response frames (similarly to Ethernet sub-DL).

static void receive (void)
{
BYTE header[ARC_HDR_LEN];
u_int headerLen;
BYTE sc;
BYTE dsap;
BYTE ssap;
BYTE ctl;
u_int dataSize;
DataMsg* pDataMsg;
u_int dataSpace;
BYTE* ptr;
bool broadcast;

// Fetch frame header from the NIC’s receive buffer and determine
// frame type ("short" or "long")

memcpy_from_rx(nic.baseport, 0, header, sizeof(header));

// Retrieve data length, SC, DSAP, SSAP, and CTL fields

if (header[ARC_IL] != 0)
{
headerLen = ARC_SHRT_DATA;
sc = header[ARC_SHRT_SC];
dsap = header[ARC_SHRT_DSAP];
ssap = header[ARC_SHRT_SSAP];
ctl = header[ARC_SHRT_CTL];
dataSize = 256U - header[ARC_IL] - headerLen;
}

else
{
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headerLen = ARC_LONG_DATA;
sc = header[ARC_LONG_SC];
dsap = header[ARC_LONG_DSAP];
ssap = header[ARC_LONG_SSAP];
ctl = header[ARC_LONG_CTL];
dataSize = 512U - header[ARC_IL + 1] - headerLen - 3;
}

if (sc != ARC_SC_BACNET)
return; // not BACnet - drop

// Allocate Data Message

if ((pDataMsg = DataMsgAlloc(pPort, 0)) == NULL)
return;

if ((dataSpace = DataMsgGetDataSpace(pDataMsg)) < ARC_SHRT_DATA + 2)
{
OSALogMessage(osaLogErr, OSA_TEXT("ARC: PDU too short"));
goto drop;
}

ptr = DataMsgGetDataPtr(pDataMsg);

// Parse LLC header.

switch (dsap)
{

case 0x82: // BACnet_Individual
case 0x83: // BACnet_Group
case 0xff: // Global_Group
break;

default:
goto drop; // not BACnet - drop
}

switch (ctl & 0xef)
{

case 0x03: // UI - accept
break;

case 0xaf: // XID
if (ssap & 0x01)
goto drop;

ptr[ARC_SID] = nic.nodeAddr;
ptr[ARC_DID] = header[ARC_SID];
ptr[ARC_IL] = 256U - (ARC_SHRT_DATA + 2);
ptr[ARC_SHRT_SC] = ARC_SC_BACNET;
ptr[ARC_SHRT_DSAP] = ssap;
ptr[ARC_SHRT_SSAP] = 0x82;
ptr[ARC_SHRT_CTL] = 0xaf;
ptr[ARC_SHRT_DATA + 0] = 0x01;
ptr[ARC_SHRT_DATA + 1] = 0x00;
DataMsgSetDataSize(pDataMsg, ARC_SHRT_DATA + 2);
enqueue_pdu(&nic.txQueue, pDataMsg);
release_smart_semaphore(nic.sem);
return;
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case 0xe3: // TEST
if (ssap & 0x01)
goto drop;

ptr[ARC_SID] = nic.nodeAddr;
ptr[ARC_DID] = header[ARC_SID];
ptr[ARC_IL] = 256U - ARC_SHRT_DATA;
ptr[ARC_SHRT_SC] = ARC_SC_BACNET;
ptr[ARC_SHRT_DSAP] = ssap;
ptr[ARC_SHRT_SSAP] = 0x82;
ptr[ARC_SHRT_CTL] = 0xe3;
DataMsgSetDataSize(pDataMsg, ARC_SHRT_DATA);
enqueue_pdu(&nic.txQueue, pDataMsg);
release_smart_semaphore(nic.sem);
return;

default:
goto drop; // not BACnet - drop
}

// Copy data to Data Message buffer

if (dataSpace < dataSize)
{
dataSize = dataSpace;
DataMsgSetOverflowFlag(pDataMsg);
}

DataMsgSetDataSize(pDataMsg, dataSize);
memcpy_from_rx(nic.baseport, headerLen, ptr, dataSize);

// Enqueue Data Message buffer to DL receive queue

DataMsgSetMAC(pDataMsg, 1, &header[ARC_SID]);
DataMsgSetBF(pDataMsg, header[ARC_DID] == ARC_BROADCAST);
DataMsgPutToQueue(pDataMsg);

return;

drop:
DataMsgDereference(pDataMsg);
}

We would like to add some words on drawbacks of the suggested implementation of ARCNET sub-DL and the ways
to improve them. You should take into account, however, that your sub-DL may successfully operate without any
improvement. That totally depends on specific properties of your underlying platform and your ARCNET network.

First, your sub-DL cannot resist a "broadcast storm". The reason for that is the following. The NIC generates an
interrupt request for each received frame, an interrupt handler opens the semaphore nic.sem, that semaphore wakes
up transceiverThread, that thread calls the receive function, that function analyzes the frame header, allocates a
Data Message, copies the frame into that buffer and writes the buffer to the DL receive queue. The NIC cannot receive
frames over all this period because the receive buffer is filled in and the receive is inhibited. When a BACnet device on
a network sends a broadcast request "Who-Is", all devices that have heard it send a broadcast reply "I-Am". ARCNET
cannot regulate the broadcast traffic, and in a short period of time the cable is crowded with broadcast frames that
are all to be received. If the performance of the CPU on your underlying platform is not sufficient, the CPU cannot
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accomplish all the above actions in time between two subsequent frames, and some of the broadcast frames are lost. A
non-satisfactory OSA implementation may also slow down the process, because the implementation of Data Message
functions and Receive Queue use OSA mutexes and OSA semaphores. The frame processing rate is also influenced
by how rapidly the thread contexts are switched in your underlying platform.

As a remedy, we recommend first to accelerate, if possible, operating of the OSA mutexes and OSA semaphores.
Further, you may modify the algorithm of interrupt servicing, accumulating the received frames in a receive queue.
Retrieving frames from the NIC receive buffer and writing them to the queue might be the job of the interrupt handler
irqHandler. For that, you have to ensure the correct operating of your queue implementation in the interrupt handler
context.

Second, the ARCNET sub-DL does not support the transmission timeout notion: if a frame cannot be transmitted to
the network, it will be locked in the NIC transmit buffer forever. In order to avoid that, you should run a timer that
will open the semaphore nic.sem at expiration. Accordingly, it is necessary to analyze the timer state and stop the
timer when the transmission has successfully terminated. As an alternative to using a timer, you may adopt waiting
for semaphore with timeout.

Porting MS/TP Sub-DL
To make a MS/TP sub-DL operate on your platform, you should define and implement a set of platform-dependent
functions that are used by platform-independent implementation of MS/TP sub-DL. All definitions must be placed in
mstphw.h header file.

First of all, you must define the following functions pair:

void mstpHwDisableInt(
MSTPHwIntLevel ilevel);

This function disables all maskable interrupts and returns the previous level. A later invocation of the
mstpHwEnableInt should be used to restore the interrupt level. This directive can be implemented by a macro

which modifies the ilevel parameter.

void mstpHwEnableInt(
MSTPHwIntLevel ilevel);

This function enables maskable interrupts to the ilevel which was returned by a previous call to
mstpHwDisableInt.

For RTEMS you may use following definition for these functions and MSTPHwIntLevel data type:

typedef rtems_interrupt_level MSTPHwIntLevel;
#define mstpHwDisableInt(ilevel) rtems_interrupt_disable (ilevel)
#define mstpHwEnableInt(ilevel) rtems_interrupt_enable (ilevel)

MS/TP Finite State Machines, which work on timer and UART interrupts, need a semaphore object to signal events
to the rest of the MS/TP sub-DL, which works on a normal OSA thread. This semaphore object must have the same
interface as standard OSA semaphores described in the Section called Semaphores in Chapter 3. However, its imple-
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mentation must allow mstpHwReleaseSemaphore to be called from ISRs. If your OSA implementation satisfies this
condition, you can use OSA sempahores by adding the following definitions to mstphw.h:

#define MSTPHwSemaphore OSASemaphore

#define mstpHwInitSemaphore OSAInitSemaphore
#define mstpHwWaitForSemaphore OSAWaitForSemaphore
#define mstpHwReleaseSemaphore OSAHwReleaseSemaphore
#define mstpHwDestroySemaphore OSADestroySemaphore

Otherwise, you have to implement a special semaphore object for MS/TP sub-DL that can be safely signalled from
ISRs.

You should now implement an interface for the IEA-485 serial port. A detailed description of each function is given
below. These functions must be declared in mstphw.h.

bool mstpHwInit(void);

void mstpHwClose(void);

The functions above initialize and deinitialize the RS-485 port’s API. Both functions can be called more than once
from different threads. They may do nothing on certain platforms.

#define MSTP_TIMER_TICK 1

#define MSTP_HW_INVALID_PORT (...)

typedef ... MSTPHwPort;
typedef void (*MSTPTimerCB) (void *param);
typedef void (*MSTPRecvCB) (void *param, BYTE ch, bool isError);

MSTPHwPort mstpHwCreatePort (const OSAChar *portName, u_int dataRate,
void *param, MSTPTimerCB timer, MSTPRecvCB rx);

The mstpHwCreatePort function is called from the Bind() entry of sub-DL (see the Section called Sub-DL opera-
tions for more detail). It is never called simultaneously from more than one thread, even for different ports.

portName specifies a RS-485 port (using a platform-dependent style, for example "/dev/cua0" for UNIX or "COM1"
for Win/DOS).

dataRate specifies the RS-485 line speed data in bits per second; it may be 9600, 19200, 38400, or 76800. Other
data rates may be also supported while some of the above ones may be omitted depending on particular hardware;
support for 9600 bps is required by ANSI/ASHRAE Standard 135-2008 or later.

timer specifies a callback function which must be called each MSTP_TIMER_TICK milliseconds (probably from the
timer ISR). Possible values for MSTP_TIMER_TICK are: 1, 2 or 4. Lowest value (1) provides more accurate operation
timing, however you can increase MSTP_TIMER_TICK value to 2 or 4 to reduce CPU load.

rx specifies a callback function which must be called for each octet received on RS-485 port. This function may be
called directly from UART ISR. On successful reception, the received octet should be passed as ch parameter of rx
function. isError parameter must be equal to false in this case. On error, the rx function must be called with
isError parameter equal to true.
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Note: It is important that the RS-485 port driver not treat framing and overrun errors as "no character". Instead, it
should call rx function with isError parameter equal to true to indicate an error.

param must be passed as first parameter of each subsequent call of timer and rx functions for this port.

void mstpHwDeletePort (MSTPHwPort port);

The above function closes the RS-485 port and invalidates the port handle. The function is never called simultaneously
from two or more threads, even for different ports.

typedef void (*MSTPSendCompleteCB) (void *param);

void mstpHwWriteFrame (MSTPHwPort port, BYTE *frame, u_int frameLength,
MSTPSendCompleteCB cb);

Starts sending frameLength characters stored at frame via the specified RS-485 port as a contiguous frame. This
function must not block the calling thread.

cb specifies a callback function which must be called (probably from UART ISR) when the final stop bit of the last
character has been transmitted, but not later than Tpostdrive (15 bit times) after that.

The mstpHwSendFrame function must disable the receiver (so that the RS-485 port cannot receive its own characters)
and enable the transmit line driver. If the receiver cannot be properly disabled on particular platform, the RS-485 port
driver may continue call rx function for each received octet. These octets will be ignored by system-independent part
of MS/TP sub-DL.

After that, the function must start sending a frame (probably by buffering first byte from the frame buffer), then
return immediately. It is expected that the rest of the frame will be sent asynchronously, probably on UART ISR.
The maximum time of idle line between any two characters must be less than Tframe_gap (20 bit times). The frame
buffer containing a frame for sending will be available for reading until whole frame is sent or mstpHwDeletePort
function will be called for the port.

If the RS-485 port hardware or low-level driver is unable to detect the moment when UART’s shift register becomes
empty, you may use a "padding" character 0xff. The "padding" character is not counted in len and should be included
within Tpostdrive after the beginning of the stop bit of the final character.

Notes
1. A reader accustomed to C++ will easily recognize “sub-DL class” virtual member functions implemented with

the C language in sub-DL operations.

2. However, provided that you have a BACstac for Linux/i386, you have nothing to add or remove at all. All you
have to do without worrying about the inner details is to get into the arch/linux/BACstac directory and tell "make
config && make clean && make". You will then be prompted to answer a few questions and have some minutes
to wait for the computer to do your job. An exception is made for the case when you have written a sub-DL of
your own whose appearance we had no possibility to forsee.

3. Although you can find description of the Berkeley sockets concept in a book on Winsock (such as "Network
programming in Windows NT" by Alok Sinha), "UNIX Network Programming" seems to be the best one ever
written, and we highly recommend you reading this book.
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In order to help you to test the BACstac code running on a new platform, unit tests and example application programs
are included.

Unit tests have been designed to test the OSA code, (osa\unit-test), data link layer code (dl\unit-test), and
network layer code (nl\unit-test) in succession.

The example application programs test the application layer code. They should be run only after the unit tests have
been successfully run. The examples are located in the examples directory of the BACstac distribution.

Building the Test Programs
Before you build the test programs, you may need to make some changes in order to facilitate debugging. The unit
test programs and the example programs have a terminal-style user interface. For displaying text, printf and other
functions that output to stdout are used. The OSA unit tests use macro myprintf to abstract the text printing
operation within the unit tests, as described in osa\unit-test\unit-test.h; you should rewrite myprintf as
appropriate for your platform.

Makefiles for building the unit test programs and example programs have been provided for recent Microsoft and
Borland C/C++ compilers.

OSA Tests
There are currently sixteen OSA tests, which are designed to test the operating system abstraction code. We recom-
mend that you run the tests in order from 1 to 16, and resolve any problems before proceeding to the next test. The
source code for these tests is located in the osa\unit-test directory of the BACstac distribution.

The purpose of each OSA unit test program is described in comment block at the beginning of the test’s source code
file, as well as the behavior you should expect to see when you run the program. The tests are summarized below.

t01_init_close

tests OSAInit and OSAClose

t02_logmessage

tests OSALogMessage

t03_timerelated

tests OSASleep and OSAGetTickCount

t04_thread

tests OSACreateThread, OSATerminateThread and OSAWaitForThread

t05_r_mutex

tests functions for manipulating recursive mutexes
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t06_f_mutex

tests functions for manipulating fast mutexes

t07_semaphore

tests functions for manipulating system-wide semaphores

t08_alloc_free

tests dynamic memory functions OSAAlloc and OSAFree

t09_timer

tests timer manipulation functions

t11_conf

tests functions that manipulate configuration file parameters

t12_panic

tests the OSA debugging support function OSAPanic

t13_fp

tests floating point number functions OSAFPClassify and OSAGenerateSpecFPValue

Data Link Layer Tests
A portion of the data link layer code (the so-called "sub-DL") is typically platform specific, so it should be carefully
tested. The BACstac includes some test programs for the sub-DL code, as well as a general echo test program that
exercises the entire data link layer.

For testing BACnet point-to-point implementations, you should build and run term, located in the
dl\ptp\comm\unit_test directory. This program is documented in a term.txt file located in the same directory.

Common unit tests for DL are located in the dl\unit_test directory) is designed to test a data link layer imple-
mentation that uses any of the technologies supported by the BACstac: Ethernet, PTP or BACnet/IP. It binds to one
network port, then it will echo all BACnet packets that it receives through that port twice, once directly to the sender
and (optionally) once as a broadcast. Therefore it is necessary to have another computer to send packets to the target,
and it is very helpful to have a BACnet Protocol Analyzer or similar tool to monitor the message traffic. This program
can also be used to send packets. To view the program’s options, run it with the "/?" command-line parameter.

Network Layer Test
The BACstac includes one network layer unit test program. We recommend that you run this test only after all data
link layer tests have been successfully run. This program functions as an echo server for all bound network ports, as
described in the source code comments. The source code is located in the nl\unit_test directory. Running this test
requires one or more computers to send messages to the target and a BACnet Protocol Analyzer running on a PC.
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Example Server Application - FEEDBACK
Feedback is one of the simple example server application programs, so it should be one of the first to try to run after
you have successfully run all of the unit test programs. Its source code files are located in the examples\feedback
directory. Feedback is good for verifying the correct execution of BACnet ReadProperty, ReadPropertyMultiple,
WriteProperty, WritePropertyMultiple, and WhoIs request messages, as well as the default behavior of simple I/O
objects. It simulates a very simple temperature controller.

A good test setup for Feedback is as follows. Run the BACnet Protocol Analyzer on a DOS PC, and run Feedback
on your target. Then run a simple BACstac client application (e.g. Finddev or Dumpall) on a PC, and watch the
communication between the client and your target.

Once you are convinced that Feedback is running properly, you may want to try building and running one of the more
sophisticated server examples. Short descriptions of all of the examples can be found in the examples\readme.txt.
directory, and more detailed information can be found in the readme.txt file in the particular example application’s
subdirectory.

Example Client Application - DUMPALL
Dumpall is one of several example client application programs provided with the BACstac, and its source code can
be found in the examples\dumpall directory of the BACstac distribution. Dumpall is a good test to run in order to
verify that the BACstac is correctly decoding the many different data types used by BACnet. Dumpall attempts to find
other BACnet devices using Who-Is and I-Am, then it reads their object databases using ReadProperty and sends the
property values to stdout.

A good test setup for Dumpall is as follows. Run the BACnet Protocol Analyzer on a DOS PC, and run the server
application Propserv on a PC. Then run Dumpall on your target, and watch its output.

Once you are convinced that Dumpall is running properly, you may want to try building and running some of the other
client examples.
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